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In the computational search for new thermoelectric materials, high-throughput, semi-
empirical models have proven to be one of the more fruitful approaches. The best models
take into account both electronic and thermal properties since good thermoelectric materials
must maintain a difficult balance between the two to achieve high efficiency. In this vein,
one route which has proven particularly insightful is to rank materials by their intrinsic
thermoelectric quality, which takes into account the density of states, the carrier mobility,
and the lattice thermal conductivity, all of which are parameters that either do not change or
change in a predictable manner when adjusting temperature or Fermi level. Semi-empirical
models of the thermoelectric quality factor (β) have proven successful in suggesting new
materials as candidates for good thermoelectric performance.
The semi-empirical model of β developed by the Stevanović/Toberer research group relies
on purely isotropic models of the density of states effective mass, carrier mobility, and the
lattice thermal conductivity. One aspect which is missing from this approach, however, is
any account of the electronic component of thermal conductivity (κe). In thermoelectric
materials with very low lattice thermal conductivity, the electronic component can often
contribute an equivalent amount to the total thermal conduction. To investigate the poten-
tial importance of the electronic component of κ, I developed a novel approach to search
for materials with potentially low Lorenz number, which is the coefficient that relates κe
to the electrical conductivity, σ. Although the Lorenz number is typically calculated as-
suming a single parabolic band, I showed that by theoretically driving a material’s energy
dispersion away from parabolic, specifically by applying the equivalent of a low pass filter to
the energy transport, the Lorenz number can be drastically reduced, leading to a significant
enhancement in zT over the single parabolic band approximation. Among the mechanisms
by which such an affect could occur are the existence of offset multiple bands in conjunc-
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tion with intervalley phonon scattering. Based on this plausibility argument, I developed a
high-throughput search metric, the density of states shape factor, to provide insight in the
search for materials with potentially low Lorenz number. By using this metric as a secondary
screening tool in conjunction with the existing semi-empirical β, the vast majority of known
thermoelectric materials were found to fall within the search parameters. By extension, new
materials within the same bounds were identified for further investigation.
In addition to enhancing the search for new isotropic thermoelectric materials, the bulk
of my research has been devoted to the development of models to screen materials based
on anisotropic transport properties. A computational investigation of anisotropic transport
within thermoelectric materials had yet to occur. This absence would have neglected mate-
rials which have average isotropic performance, but potentially promising properties along
one direction. Well-known thermoelectric materials, such as SnSe, Bi2Te3, and Mg3Sb2, are
layered materials in which the intrinsic transport would be inherently anisotropic in single
crystals, warranting an investigation into anisotropic transport for single-crystal thermoelec-
tric applications.
Before thorough investigations into anisotropic transport began, I conducted a survey of
materials which we would expect to demonstrate anisotropic single crystal transport. Lay-
ered systems, due to their inherent quasi-2D structures, were obvious candidates. Layered
thermoelectrics such as SnSe and Bi2Te3 belong to a class of materials which are bound by
loose van der Waals (vdW) bonds. A large set of these vdW layered materials had previ-
ously been identified through the use of a slab-cutting algorithm. In addition to the vdW
layered materials, there exists another set of layered compounds which is of interest to the
thermoelectrics community. Compounds such as Mg3Sb2 and the A1B2C2 Zintl thermo-
electrics belong to class of layered materials which are more tightly bound than vdW layered
materials, due to the existence of an ionically-bound “spacer” elements between the layers.
Using a modified version of the slab-cutting algorithm, that I redesigned specifically for the
purpose of finding systems belonging to this class, I identified over 1500 of the so-called
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“ionic” layered compounds, which are often clays. These compounds exhibit inherent struc-
tural anisotropy, yet they are a distinct class from the vdW layered compounds because the
bonding between layers can range from very weak, near vdW bonding, to very tight, nearly
covalent bonding. Additionally, I was able to show that these materials can be structurally
linked to the vdW layered materials from which they can be derived by the addition of a
spacer element. By conducting an in-depth analysis of the similarities and differences be-
tween these two classes of layered systems and assessing the elastic anisotropy, I revealed a
rich diversity of anisotropic behavior within this set, which laid the groundwork for further
studies of anisotropic transport on this class of materials.
Using both the vdW and ionic layered compounds as a material test set, I began the work
of building new semi-empirical models for anisotropic transport. The first step was to create
a model of anisotropic thermal conductivity. In addition to thermoelectric applications, a
model of anisotropic κL is important for any application in which single crystal thermal
conductivity is of interest. I created a new anisotropic model for thermal conductivity
which achieved an accuracy within a factor of 2 across 5 orders of magnitude. Applying
this model to vdW and ionic layered compounds revealed that anisotropy within κL wanes
as the minimum value approaches the amorphous limit. Additionally, by examining the
high end and low end of thermal conductivity, new potential materials were identified for
thermoelectric or power electronic applications based on their predicted κL(θ, φ).
The last part of my investigation into anisotropic transport was to build a new model
for the prediction of anisotropic carrier mobility. Building upon intuition from the existing
semi-empirical model of mobility, I created the new model for directional mobility by using
isotropic and anisotropic elastic parameters along with the conductivity effective mass tensor.
By fitting the new model to a set of experimental values gathered for over 60 compounds,
the new model achieved an accuracy within a factor of 3 across 4 orders of magnitude, which
was a significant improvement over the previous isotropic model. Combining the anisotropic
mobility and anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity, I was able to create three different
v
metrics by which to rank materials and screen the vdW and ionic layered compounds to
search specifically for materials with ideal anisotropic transport.
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As the world seeks more and more to conserve and reuse wasted energy, research into
thermoelectric materials has grown significantly. Thermoelectric materials are materials in
which an applied temperature gradient induces an electric potential, or in which an applied
current induces a temperature gradient when run in reverse.[1] The ability of thermoelectric
materials to convert heat to useful electric power and vice versa creates a multitude of oppor-
tunities for power generation anytime there exists an underutilized temperature gradient.[2]
Examples of thermoelectric materials in action include Peltier cooling, in which thermoelec-
tric materials are used for solid-state cooling with no moving parts, and deep-space power
generation through radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs) in which a nuclear source
is coupled with thermoelectric generators to produce stable, long-lasting power for deep-space
missions.[1, 2]
Thermoelectric materials rely primarily on the Seebeck Effect, named for Johann See-
beck, who discovered it in 1821.[3] The Seebeck effect quantifies the relationship between
the magnitude of an induced voltage in a material that emerges in the presence of a tem-
perature gradient and the magnitude of the applied temperature gradient, S = ∆V/∆T . A
good thermoelectric material material requires a high Seebeck coefficient, on the order of a
few 100 µV/K. A high Seebeck coefficient alone is not sufficient for overall thermoelectric
performance. A good thermoelectric material also needs to have high electrical conductivity
in order to move charge carriers in response to the induced voltage, as well as low thermal
conductivity in order to maintain a temperature gradient by restricting the movement of
heat.[4] The thermoelectric figure of merit, expressed as the a unitless number zT , is the
combination of electrical conductivity (σ) times the Seebeck coefficient squared times the
temperature, divided by the total thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity consists
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The zT of a thermoelectric material determines the efficiency of a thermoelectric gener-
ator made with that material, meaning that thermoelectric device efficiency largely depends
on materials properties.[5] For thermoelectric devices to achieve wide-scale adoption will re-
quire a combination of finding new materials with high zT (zT >> 1) and developing new
physical processes to enhance baseline material properties.
The simultaneous requirement of both high electrical conductivity and low thermal con-
ductivity creates a difficult balance that must be maintained when searching for new ma-
terials. Because of this requirement, the set of known thermoelectric materials is restricted
to semiconductor materials where the thermal conductivity is primarily related to phonon
conduction and in which the electrical conductivity can be somewhat controlled through the
addition of dopant elements in order to shift the Fermi level.[1, 2, 5, 6]
Traditionally, the discovery of new semiconductor materials was guided by chemical intu-
ition gained from experimental synthesis. With advances in high-performance computation,
materials discovery is no longer limited to synthesis. In particular, the high-throughput com-
putation of material properties can provide insight into the discovery of new thermoelectric
properties due to the conflicting nature of their transport properties.[5, 7–10]
The prediction of thermoelectric properties is a difficult problem because often ideal ther-
moelectric properties occur at the point where simple models break down. An example of
this is the necessity of near degenerate doping levels to achieve simultaneously high Seebeck
Coefficient and electrical conductivity.[10] At such high doping levels, the parabolic band
assumption becomes less and less applicable. Assumptions which are too simple lead to high
inaccuracy in property predictions. In contrast, complicated models, such as those which
attempt to take into account every possible scattering mechanism, become computationally
unsolvable within a reasonable amount of time.[9] The best prediction models strike a balance
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between complexity and computational expense. In this thesis, I focus on utilizing experi-
mental data to create new high-throughput computational models to predict thermoelectric
performance.
This thesis is organized in the following structure. In the first section (Chapter 2),
background is provided on the computational identification of thermoelectric materials and
the evolution of previous models for recommending new thermoelectric materials is discussed
in detail. Chapter 3 is broken into two parts: first, a discussion on the motivation for
accounting for electronic thermal conductivity, which is often ignored, in the search for
new thermoelectric materials; second, a discussion on prior research into anisotropy within
thermoelectric materials.
In Chapter 4, the necessary methods used in this study are described. This chapter is
broken up into 4 sections: Density Functional Theory (DFT), elastic tensor calculations,
conductivity tensor calculations, and the automated identification of layered materials.
The research portion of this thesis (Chapters 5-8) is broken into two parts. The first part
focuses on improving upon an isotropic model for thermoelectric quality by accounting for
the electronic component of the thermal conductivity. This was accomplished by focusing on
the Lorenz number and specifically searching for materials which have highly non-parabolic
bands. This work was published in the Journal of Materials Chemistry A in 2017 and is
presented in Chapter 5.
The second part of the thesis focuses on creating a new model for anisotropic thermo-
electric quality factor. This study is broken into three separate parts. First, an in-depth
study on the identification and comparison of layered materials is presented in Chapter 6.
Motivating this study is the fact that layered materials exhibit a natural propensity towards
anisotropy within their transport, which previous models have not accounted for. In this
work, ionic and van der Waals layered materials are compared by their elastic anisotropy,
which influences transport anisotropy. This work was published in 2018 in the Journal of
Materials Chemistry A and is presented in Chapter 6.
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The second part of this study is the modification of an isotropic model for lattice thermal
conductivity to include anisotropy (Chapter 7). The anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity
of ionic and van der Waals layered materials is presented and discussed. This work was
published in Chemistry of Materials in 2019.[11]
The last part of this study is the development of a new model for anisotropic mobility,
which is then combined with the lattice thermal conductivity model to create an anisotropic
thermoelectric quality factor (Chapter 8). I conducted a computational search for new
thermoelectric materials using the anisotropic thermoelectric quality factor to find new can-
didates for single crystal thermoelectric applications. This search is followed by the conclu-
sions. A full derivation of transport coefficients using Boltzmann theory is provided for the
reader in the Appendix, followed by a list of references.
1.1 Background: thermoelectric quality factor
The challenge with thermoelectric materials is that to produce a high figure of merit,
zT , it is necessary to have high electrical conduction while at the same time minimizing the
thermal conduction and preserving a large Seebeck coefficient.[1, 4] Methods for adjusting
one property often tend to have the opposite of the desired effect on other properties, leading
to a difficult balance.
Models of thermoelectric transport are often based off of a parabolic band assumption, in
which the band edges of both the conduction and valence band are assumed to be parabolic
in energy (E ∝ k2).[1, 5, 12] In such models, the relevant intrinsic terms for predicting
thermoelectric performance become the mobility (µ = σ
ne
), the effective mass derived from
the density of states (m∗DOS), and the lattice thermal conductivity (κL), (for full derivation,
please see the Appendix). A combination of these three terms yields the thermoelectric
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Here u and v are functions purely of the Fermi level position (EF ) with respect to the
band edge and the temperature (T ). Since temperature is an easily controlled parameter and
Fermi level position is somewhat adjustable through doping, all intrinsic material properties




















Here µ0 is the intrinsic non-degenerate carrier mobility. Equation 1.4 is the SI unit rep-
resentation. As an example of a simple model, the relationship among zT and µ, m∗DOS, and
κL is demonstrated in Figure 1.1.[5] In this figure, zT is calculated using a single parabolic
band model with acoustic phonon scattering assumed to be the dominant scattering mech-
anism. At each point, zT is calculated for the set µ , m∗DOS, and κL and the value at the
optimum Fermi level is plotted. For the best performance we would desire high µ, low κL,
and high m∗DOS.
Direct calculation of β from first principles would involve exceedingly difficult and expen-
sive calculations that take into account all possible scattering mechanisms, such as electron-
phonon coupling in the form of acoustic and optical phonon scattering and ionized impurity
scattering.[9, 10, 13]
The potential for β as a predictor of thermoelectric performance depends entirely on sim-
plifying the calculation by approximating each term. The development of a semi-empirical
version, βSE, based on approximations to µ, κL, and m
∗
DOS that could be calculated with
density functional theory led to the successful implementation of a high-throughput search
for potential isotropic thermoelectric materials and the establishment of a database for vi-
5
Figure 1.1: Optimized zT (color) as a function of µ, κL, and m
∗
DOS at 300 K within the
single parabolic band approximation and assuming acoustic phonon scattering. To obtain
high values of zT , high µ and m∗DOS and low κL are needed, which corresponds to high power
factor and low thermal conductivity. [5]
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Of the three components of the semi-empirical thermoelectric quality factor, βSE, the
density of states effective mass, (m∗DOS), is the most straightforward. m
∗
DOS can be calculated
from density functional theory by using the single parabolic band assumption for density of


















EV − E (1.7)
Once a structure as has been properly relaxed, the density of states can be numerically
integrated near the band edge, where the band is more likely to be approximately parabolic
(in the semi-empirical β derivation this is done within 100 meV),[7, 9, 12] and m∗DOS can be































m∗DOS acts as a corollary for the the Seebeck coefficient (S). This relationship between
m∗DOS and S can be seen in the parabolic approximation for degenerate semiconductors with











Since carrier concentration is assumed adjustable through doping, m∗DOS serves as an
intrinsic measure of the potential for high Seebeck coefficient.
1.1.1 Evolution of lattice thermal conductivity model
Another crucial component for predicting thermoelectric performance is the lattice ther-
mal conductivity, or the contribution to the total thermal conductivity from phonon heat
transport. Apart from thermoelectrics, accurately predicting the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity (κL) is crucial in the discovery of new materials for many other applications as well,
including thermal barrier coatings and integrated circuits.
Typically, calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity involves solving the Boltzmann
transport equation (BTE) for phonons, which requires finding phonon frequencies, group
velocities, and third and higher order force constants (third order describe two phonon
processes, fourth order relate to three phonon processes, etc).[14] Using DFT to find high-
order force constants for a single material involves electronic and structural calculations
over a large number of supercells in order to extract phonon lifetimes.[14, 15] Because of the
computational expense, ab initio calculations of the lattice thermal conductivity for complex
materials are not amenable to high-throughput applications.[16–22] Instead, for calculations
on large sets of materials the field could benefit from a less computationally-expensive model
of κL.
For more rapid high-throughput calculations, a simple model that approximates phonon
scattering and group velocity is a useful choice. Such a model has been developed and
iterated upon, which provides accurate predictions of isotropic lattice thermal conductivity
within a factor of two across a broad range of materials. [9, 16, 23] This model was originally
based off of a simplified Debye-Callaway model. Eq. 4.1 shows the Callaway model for κL,
which assumes that κL is the result of integrating the product of the specific heat, the group







Cv (ω) vg (ω)
2 τ (ω) dω (1.11)
To build the simplified model, acoustic and optical phonon contributions are treated
separately since there is a fundamental difference in group velocity between the two. The
acoustic phonon contribution to κL can be treated using the high temperature limit for the
Debye heat capacity and assuming Umklapp scattering (phonon-phonon scattering which
changes the overall phonon momentum) as the dominant scattering mechanism. [16, 17, 23–








Here M is the average atomic mass, vs is the speed of sound, V is the average volume per
atom, γ is the Gruneisen parameter (the macroscopic average of the differential change in
vibrational frequency with respect to cell volume) which correlates to anharmonicity,[16, 23]
and n is the number of atoms in the primitive cell. Since the majority of heat is carried
by acoustic phonons, the optical component of κL can be treated as a correction factor to
the acoustic component. This is accomplished using an amorphous glass model, Eq.1.13, by
assuming an amorphous limit relaxation time (τglass), a minimum optical frequency based on
the Debye frequency (ωD/n
1/3), and the high temperature limit of the Debye heat capacity.













Combining the acoustic and optical contributions yielded a prediction model for κL with
good experimental agreement when using experimentally determined parameters, Figure 1.2.
This was reported in 2011, demonstrating the concept that such a simple model could approx-
imate complicated thermal transport mechanisms within a small average factor difference
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(the logarithmic error when comparing modeled and experimental values over multiple orders
of magnitude)[23].
Figure 1.2: Original model fit using experimentally determined intrinsic parameters to ap-
proximate the experimental value of κL.[16]
To produce a model which could be utilized in a high-throughput computational search
for materials with certain κL, the next step was to create a model based solely on parameters
easily calculated from density functional theory. All of the parameters, except for speed of
sound and Grueneisen parameter, are easily obtained from structural data associated with
the compound. The isotropic speed of sound can be approximated from the bulk modulus




. The bulk modulus (B) in this model is calculated by using DFT
to relax the structure and calculate the total energy for different volume expansions near the
ground state volume. By fitting the internal energy and volume to the the Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state, one can calculate the bulk modullus, B: [7, 9, 26, 27]
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First principles calculations of the Grueneisen parameter involve calculating the full
phonon dispersion over multiple volumes to find the average dω
dV
, a computationally expen-
sive procedure because it involves structural relaxations for every volume considered as well
as solving the dynamical matrix at every phonon wavevector, ~q, to find the corresponding
phonon frequencies for every branch. To avoid such calculations, a semi-empirical model
for Grueneisen was chosen. Miller et al. found that the experimental Grueneisen parameter






Here the parameters γ0, a, and CN0 are fit parameters. By combining all of the calculated
and modeled structural parameters, a model for κL could be formed. A wide range of
experimentally measured κL were fit to the model by minimizing the average factor difference

















Table 1.1: Best fit parameters from previously developed semi-empirical model for κL
A1 = 0.00269 γ0 = 7.33688
x = 1.04778 a = 0.05868
y = 4.43483 CN0 = 2.13647
z = 0.33485
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Here the prefactor A1 and the exponents x, y, and z were treated as fit parameters, shown
in Table 1.1.[23] By utilizing experimental data to fit the exponents, this simple model has
an average factor difference between modeled and experimental values of only 1.4 across four
orders of magnitude in κL, seen in Figure 1.3. The advantage of this semi-empirical model
is that it achieves near the same level of accuracy as ab initio models at a fraction of the
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of experimental values of κL to modeled values from the refined semi-
empirical model. This model was fit using calculated parameters from density functional
theory.[23]
1.1.2 Isotropic mobility and the semi-empirical thermoelectric quality factor
The final component of β, carrier mobility, is the hardest component to calculate because
it requires either calculating or making assumptions about both the number and shape of
the band edge(s) and the the nature of carrier scattering. Mobility in it’s simplest form can
be described by the Drude model, which treats electrons as non-interacting classical particles
which scatter within an average time, τ .[28] The mobility of these electrons can be described






In the quasi-classical treatment of electrons in a crystal lattice, the free electron mass is
replaced by an “effective” mass (the band effective mass for multiple band semiconductors)
calculated from the second derivative of the band energy with respect to the wavevector,
~k.[28] The Drude mobility is then calculated for semiconductors by assuming a constant
band effective mass, m∗b , and constant relaxation time.[10, 29] The band effective mass is
only equal to the DOS effective mass for a single parabolic band centered at the Γ point in







Where Nv is the number of equivalent valleys, also known commonly as the band degen-
eracy. The DOS effective mass can be thought of as the equivalent single parabolic band
effective mass of Nv degenerate parabolic bands with effective mass m
∗
b . As an example of
the pitfalls of too many assumptions, we can examine the Drude mobility’s effect on the
thermoelectric quality factor. By assuming a constant relaxation time, (τ 6∝ E), using the
Drude mobility, and replacing the DOS effective mass with N
2/3
v m∗b in the formula for β (Eq.
1.4), we find that β is proportional to
√
m∗b . This would indicate that zT increases with
increasing m∗b ; however, such a relation stands in contrast to experimental evidence.[9]
The Drude approach to mobility is widely considered too simple, since the constant re-
laxation time approximation (CRTA) does not properly account for the scattering of charge
carriers by acoustic and optical phonons, which is known to often be the dominant scat-
tering mechanism in thermoelectric materials at operational temperatures.[1, 5, 9, 12, 29]
Electron-phonon scattering rates are known to be inversely proportional to the density of
states, since the average time to scatter will be reduced if there are more available states to
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scatter into.[10] The inverse relation relationship between τ and the density of states would
lead to a β which increases asm∗b decreases (for a single non-dgenerate Fermi surface centered
at Γ the exact dependence would be β ∝ m∗−1b ).[10] This is more in line with the experi-
mental understanding that high electrical conductivity requires a small band mass.[6, 29, 33]
Additionally, for acoustic phonon scattering, scattering times are known to depend on elastic
properties as well. As an example, the single parabolic band equation for intravalley acoustic








Here C11 is the longitudinal elastic constant for cubic materials and Ξ is the deforma-
tion potential, which defines the magnitude of a shift in energy at the band edge due to a
strain.[10, 34]
To build a semi-empirical model of mobility, the focus needs to be on parameters that can
be readily calculated that are known to influence carrier mobility among common semicon-
ductors. As previously noted, the calculation of scattering times is computationally complex
due to the necessity of computing higher order force constants. However calculations of
quantities such as the elastic tensor (C) and effective mass tensor (m∗I) can be done rapidly
using density functional theory. By assuming that mobility will depend chiefly on effective
mass and elasticity, Yan et al. built a semi-empirical relation for carrier mobility which
depended upon m∗b calculated from the band degeneracy and the density of states as well as
the bulk modulus (B) acting as a stand-in for elasticity.[9]
µ = A0 (B)
s (m∗b)
−t (1.20)
Using experimental data from literature, the fitting parameters A0, s, and t are set so
that the model error is within half an order of magnitude from experimental values as seen
in Figure 1.4. The set values of the fitting parameters are A0 = 0.12, s = 1.0, and t = −1.5.
The output µ is in units of cm2/Vs and the inputs are in units GPa for bulk modulus electron
14
mass for m∗b .
Figure 1.4: Calculated values of mobility using the semi-empirical model of mobility (Eq.
1.20) generally fit experimental values within a half-order of magnitude. The values here are
for 300 K. Hole mobility is shown in orange and electron mobility is shown in blue.[9]
Combining the semi-empirical mobility with κL and m
∗
DOS gives a predictor βSE, Eq.
5.16. Since the purpose of βSE is to act purely as an indicator of potential thermoelectric
quality and not as something to be used to actually calculate zT , βSE is used as a comparative
value. It is often reported as the relative value to one of the better known thermoelectrics,
PbTe; an example of this can be seen in Figure 1.5.[5] In this plot, the calculated µ, κL, and
βSE relative to PbTe are shown for n-type Zintl materials.
The semi-empirical β is a useful tool for identifying candidate materials for thermoelectric
performance because it takes into account both carrier and phonon transport as well as the
total electronic structure to sort materials for experimentation. This sorting is the crucial
aspect because chemical intuition is strained as materials become complex when a single
unit cell contains a large number of atoms.[5, 9]
15
Figure 1.5: An example plot of calculated µ vs. calculated κL. β/βPbTe is denoted by the
color of the dot. This example highlights n-type Zintl compounds (outlined).[5]
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Using the prior knowledge which built the semi-empirical β as a starting point, the
work in this thesis focuses on instances where βSE alone does not adequately describe the
thermoelectric potential of a material. In one case, the electronic thermal conductivity,
the semi-empirical β can be used in conjunction with a new parameter for describing the
behavior of the Lorenz number to both highlight how known thermoelectric materials deviate
from parabolicity and to find new non-parabolic candidate materials. In the second instance,
using the old βSE as a guide, a new formulation of βSE is created to account for anisotropy in
thermal and electronic transport in order to search for candidate materials with anisotropic
thermoelectric quality which is averaged out in isotropic models.
1.2 Motivation and Thesis Organization
The primary focus of this work is to improve upon current models (thermal conductivity,
mobility, thermoelectric quality factor) for the prediction of thermoelectric performance.
This is accomplished in two parts. First, consideration is given to the electronic component
of thermal conductivity, which does not appear in β since it divides out in the derivation due
to the Wiedemann-Franz relation (κe = LσT ),[35] which relates κe directly to the electrical
conductivity. Second, a new semi-empirical model for thermoelectric quality factor is built
which accounts for anisotropy in thermal and electronic transport.
1.2.1 Problem No. 1: Electronic component of thermal conductivity
It is notable that the components of zT all have an analog within β except for the
electronic thermal conductivity. κL is directly included within β. Mobility, µ, is a corollary
for electrical conductivity since in the SPB model the electrical conductivity is the product
of mobility and carrier concentration:[28, 33] σ = enµ. Carrier concentration, which is
essentially the number of charge carriers available for transport, is controllable through
temperature and doping, whereas µ describes the carrier’s innate propensity for transport
in an applied field.[28] The density of states effective mass, m∗DOS, acts as a corollary for the
Seebeck coefficient. In the SPB approximation for degenerate semiconductors, S is directly
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proportional to m∗DOS (Eq. 1.10).[2, 36–38]
By contrast, the electronic thermal conductivity, κe, is ignored when assessing thermo-
electric quality. This is for two reasons. The first is that κe disappears in the derivation
of β. The electronic thermal conductivity is related to the electrical conductivity through
the Wiedemann–Franz law, κe = LσT , where L is the Lorenz number.[6, 37, 39, 40] In the
derivation of β, the Lorenz number becomes part of the functions u(EF , T ) and v(EF , T ),
Eq. 5.5, because it is a ratio of various Fermi integrals and does not depend on any intrinsic
material parameters apart from the Fermi level and the shape of the band structure. For
metals, the Lorenz number is a constant (L = 2.44× 10−8 V2/K2), leading to relatively easy
calculation of total thermal conductivity as long as the electrical conductivity is known. For
semiconductors within the SPB assumption, L varies within a small range depending on the
Fermi level position relative to the band edge.
The second reason that κe gets less attention in thermoelectrics has to do with the ratio
of κL to κe. In metals nearly all of the thermal conduction is electronic, but for typical semi-
conductors, the majority of the thermal conductivity is due to the phononic contribution, κL.
In most cases, where κL >> 1 W/mK, the electronic component makes up a relatively small
percentage of the total thermal conductivity. While it has been shown that the constant
or parabolic assumptions on L are not always correct,[12, 37, 41, 42] this only becomes
important when lattice thermal conductivity is sufficiently low (<= 1 W/mK) since it is the
sum of the two which determines the denominator of zT .
Since thermoelectric materials are materials in which low κL is desirable, it is worthwhile
to explore the ways in which κe can deviate from the typical Weidemann-Franz relation. As
an example, materials such as SnSe have been shown to have κL on the order of 0.5 W/mK.
In chapter 5 of this thesis, such an exploration is presented in which an empirical metric
for Weidemann-Franz violations is derived and is shown to be a useful secondary metric for
refining a search once the material has been already been identified as having large β.[12]
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1.2.2 Problem No. 2: Anisotropy in thermoelectrics
While anisotropy is not accounted for in βSE, anisotropy has been a topic of investigation
within the thermoelectrics community because materials with significantly enhanced zT
along particular directions due to anisotropic electrical and thermal conduction[24, 29, 43,
44] could potentially open up a new field of directional thermoelectrics. Often electronic
anisotropy is considered as an effect of the Fermi surface. Materials with non-spherical Fermi
surfaces (usually with band-edge off-center from the Γ point) which are also non-cubic result
in an anisotropic conductivity effective mass.[45] The conductivity effective mass, m∗I , is
different from both the band effective mass and the DOS effective mass.[10] The DOS effective
mass is the equivalent isotropic SPB mass for the entire band edge regardless of degeneracy.
The band effective mass takes degeneracy into account, but is still an average which assumes
equivalent isotropic bands. Similar to the band effective mass, the conductivity effective
mass accounts for degeneracy by only looking at individual bands; however, it also takes


















3 are the principal components of the diagonalized effective mass
tensor along the three axes. As an example, for a material such as Si with ellipsoidal Fermi
surfaces, the principle components consist of one long axis effective mass (m∗L) and two
equivalent transverse effective masses (m∗T ).[1, 46] The isotropic conductivity effective mass








For isotropic, parabolic materials, the isotropic conductivity effective mass is equal to the
band effective mass. For anisotropic materials, the changing value of the the anisotropic con-
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ductivity effective mass can be found by taking the expected value of the effective mass tensor
along any direction. An example of such a material is CsBi4Te6, which has an anisotropic
effective mass due to the layered structure.[1, 47]
Anisotropy in the lattice thermal conductivity is also well-known in thermoelectrics.
SnSe, a material with one of the highest reported values of zT , is known to have a layered
structure with significantly lower thermal conductivity across the layers than in the plane of
the layers.[48, 49] Many layered structures, particularly van der Waals bonded, are known
for a large variation between thermal conductivity in-plane versus out-of-plane due to the
significant difference in bonding strengths.[8, 50]
In practice, anisotropy is often ignored in characterization measurements because most
thermoelectric materials are synthesized as polycrystalline, where any anisotropy would likely
be averaged out.[8] For single crystal materials, however, anisotropy can play a very large role.
Figure 1.6 shows an example of the calculated anisotropy in zT for three different monolayer
materials. Increasing interest in techniques such as nano-structuring and the creation of
superlattices also provides more justification for research into the intrinsic anisotropy of
bulk thermoelectric properties.[38, 44, 51, 52]
Figure 1.6: Calculated anisotropy in the thermoelectric figure of merit for three different
2D puckered structures: Phosphorene, Arsenene, and 2D SnS. zT along the armchair di-
rection of the structure is significantly higher than aloing the zigzag direction for all three
structures.[53]
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Apart from the inherent anisotropy of known materials, anisotropy in bulk properties
could prove to be a desirable quality in thermoelectrics. By including anisotropy in predic-
tions of thermoelectic quality, the goal would be to find materials which would not be of
interest under an isotropic model. Materials with orthogonal electrical and thermal transport
would be ideal candidates as anisotropic thermoelectric materials because the minimum of
κL would align with the maximum of µ, leading to significantly enhanced zT in the direction
of ~µmax. An example of such an ideal material is shown in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: Schematic of orthogonal electrical conductance and thermal conductance in
monolayer phosphorene.[51] This is an example of the type of transport behavior that would
be desirable in an anisotropic thermoelectric material.
Chapters 6 through 8 of this thesis present this research into anisotropy in three parts.
First, in chapter 6, a study which identifies and compares the elastic anisotropy of two dif-
ferent sets of materials, van der Waals and ionic layered materials. The motivation for this
study was to identify a large class of materials for which calculations of anisotropic transport
would be appropriate. Layered materials, because of the inherent structural anisotropy, are
obvious candidates for anisotropic transport.[8, 51, 53, 54] In chapter 7, the semi-empirical
model for lattice thermal conductivity is extended to account for anisotropy through calcu-
lation of the anisotropic speed from Christoffel’s equation. This model is then applied to
the identified van der Waals and ionic layered materials to demonstrate its effectiveness in
accounting for anisotropy in κL. In chapter 8, a model for anisotropic mobility is developed
and combined with the model for anisotropic κL in order to create an anisotropic thermo-
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electric quality factor, β. The anisotropic β is used to identify materials for single crystal
thermoelectric applications where anisotropy is both desirable and not desirable.
1.3 Computational Methods
The work in this thesis depends heavily upon electronic-structure theories and computa-
tional methods, most importantly those based on density functional theory. In this chapter,
these methods are described in detail.
1.3.1 Density Functional Theory
With the advent of quantum mechanics in the early 20th century, and with the aid of
computers, the ability to solve many-electron systems using wave-function mechanics has
advanced from an N = O(1) solvable problem to an N = O(10) solvable problem over the
course of 60+ years.[55] The exponential wall which wave mechanics runs up against is that in
order to solve for all of the Slater determinants involved, the number of parameters involved
scales as O(3N), which easily grows beyond computational capacity for any system larger
than small molecules.[55] As a way to get around this wall to be able to work on systems
larger than 10 atoms, density functional theory was developed. DFT relies on the axiom that
“the ground-state density n(r) of a bound system of interacting electrons in some external
potential v(r) determines this potential uniquely.”[55] This is the Hohnenburg-Kohn (HK)
theorem which underpins DFT.
The key understanding that underpins DFT is that the ground state energy is a unique
functional of the ground state density, n(r).[55, 56] A functional is a single number defined
for a function, f ,[56] as in the example functional, F :




In this example, if the function f = x2, the functional of f is F [f ] = 2/3. Using this
formulation, the lemma of the HK theorem leads to a minimal principle that the ground state
energy can be found by minimizing the energy functional over all densities: E0 = Emin [n(r)].
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The electron density which minimizes the energy functional is therefore the ground state
electron density, n0(r).[55–57] The route to finding the minimum energy begins with the
Hamiltonian:
H = T + V + U (1.24)
Where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system, T is the kinetic energy of the electrons,
V is the external potential (V =
∫
v(r)n(r)dr), and U is the interaction potential of the
electrons. The energy functional of n(r) can then be written[58]:
Ev(r)[n(r)] =
∫
v(r)n(r)dr + F [n(r)] (1.25)
where F is also a functional of n(r), defined as:
F [n(r)] =
∫
Ψ[n(r)](T + U)Ψ[n(r)]dr (1.26)
The minimal principle for E is therefore:
Ev(r)[n(r)] ≥ Ev(r)[n0(r)] = E0 (1.27)
Where E0 and n0(r) are the ground state energy and density.[55, 58] The power of the im-
plementation of DFT stems from the ability to make approximations on F in order to make
this a solvable minimization problem within computational limits, which is accomplished
through the use of the Kohn-Sham equations (Eq. 1.28-1.31). The Kohn-Sham equations
describe a fictitious system of non-interacting fermions, built from single-particle wave func-
tions, that produce the same ground state charge density as the real system of interacting
electrons.[55–59] By expressing the wave functions of the fictious system as a linear combi-
nation of pre-defined basis functions, the Kohn-Sham equations reduce to a matrix equation,
which can in principle be solved exactly.
The KS energy functional can be written as:
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|r − r′| drdr
′ + Exc[n(r)] (1.28)
Here Ts is the kinetic energy of the fictitious system of non-interacting electrons, the sec-
ond term is the interaction energy, and the last term is defined as the “Exchange-Correlation
Energy,” which is defined by Eq. 1.28.[58] Minimization of the KS functional leads to the





















By solving this system of equations self-consistently for the density n(r) and the eigen-









|r − r′| drdr
′ −
∫
vxc(r)n(r)dr + Exc[n(r)] (1.32)
The effectiveness of this theory depends on the quality of the approximation of the
exchange correlation functional, Exc[n(r)].
1.3.2 Exchange correlation functionals
The implementation of the exchange correlation functional will determine both the ac-
curacy and the computational efficiency of a calculation. The simplest approximation to the




Here ǫxc(n(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a uniform interacting
electron gas of density n.[55, 58] This functional is a very simple approximation which is only
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expected to be accurate when n(r) varies over distances much larger than the atomic spacing.
Given that this model is only slightly more complex than the Hartree equations (in which
Exc is ignored),[55, 58] the LDA functional works surprisingly well even for inhomogeneous
systems. The LDA is generally good at predicting bond lengths, bond angles and vibrational
frequencies, but produces large errors in bonding energies.[57, 58]
Moving up in complexity, the best known class of functionals after the LDA are known
as the generalized gradient approximations (GGA). The GGA functionals differ from LDA
by also taking the gradient of the density into account:
EGGAxc [n(r)] =
∫
f (n(r), |∇n(r)|) dr (1.34)
In this form, f is a function which is constructed based on sum rules, general scaling
properties, asymptotic behavior of effective potentials, and tail region densities.[58] The
function f differs depending on the particular implementation of GGA. Two of the most
widely used implementations of GGA are the Perdew-Wang functional (PW91)[60] and the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE)[61]. In addition to GGA, hybrid functionals have
been developed in which the exchange-correlation energy is a combination of the exchange
energy Ex calculated from the Hartree-Fock theory and Exc taken from GGA, with the ratio
of the two set by a fitting parameter α.[55, 57, 58]
Ehybridxc = αE
HF
x + (1− α)EGGAxc (1.35)
The use of GGA and hybrid functionals has reduced the typical error in atomization
energies calculated from LDA by about a factor of 3-5.[55, 57]
Despite the proven success of these functionals, for materials in which long-range nonlocal
electron-electron interaction is important, such as van der Waals layered materials, standard
GGA and hybrid functionals fail to adequately capture the dispersion forces involved.[62]
To account for this, van der Waals-corrected functionals have been developed. In these









where EGGAx is the exchange energy taken from GGA, and E
LDA
c is the correlation energy
taken from LDA. The additional term, Enlc , is the nonlocal correlation energy.[62] One of the
best known implementations of the vdW-corrected functional is the optB86b functional.[62]
The key to the vdW-corrected functionals is that that they reduce the enhancement factor,
Fx, for small density gradients, which in GGA functionals can lead to repulsion for slowly
varying denisties, like those found in vdW-layered materials. The result is that lattice
constants are not overestimated using vdW-corrected functionals like they are when using
GGA functionals for such layered materials,[62] and this hopefully leads to more accurate
properties.
1.3.3 Calculation of elastic tensors from density functional theory
The elastic tensor can be determined from density functional theory by performing multi-
ple relaxations on the system to find the total energy under an applied strain, ǫ. The elastic
tensor, C, is determined by performing at most six of these finite distortions of the lattice.
The elastic constants can then be derived using the well-known expression for total energy
within an applied strain[63, 64]:






The number of strains that are necessary to perform in order to calculate all the compo-
nents of C depends on the symmetry of the lattice. In a triclinic structure (the least sym-
metric crystal structure) six distortions are necessary in addition to the initial unstrained
relaxation of the lattice, for a total of seven DFT calculations.[63, 64] In such calculations,
the total energy is calculated using a fixed strain, and the corresponding tensor component,
Cij, can be derived from the change in energy from the ground state. To calculate the total
elastic tensor, the whole calculation is performed twice: once while keeping the ions at fixed
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positions, and once allowing the ion positions to relax.[64, 65] The total elastic tensor is the
sum of the two calculated tensors for both fixed and relaxed ions[65]:
Cij,tot = Cij,fixed + Cij,relaxed (1.38)
1.3.4 Calculation of electronic transport
Utilizing Boltzmann transport theory in conjunction with calculated band structures
from DFT, it is possible to calculate electrical conductivity (σ), Seebeck coefficient (S),
and electronic thermal conductivity (κe) within a constant relaxation time approximation
(see Appendix for derivation of Boltzmann Transport Theory). Boltzmann transport theory
relies on the carrier group velocities of each band i at every reciprocal space vector k, which







The differential conductivity tensor is the product:
σα,β(i,k) = e
2τvα(i,k)vβ(i,k) (1.40)










Here N is the number of k-points sampled. Multiplying the energy-dependent differential
conductivity by the derivative of the Fermi function and integrating over the energy yields


































Again, integrating these differential tensors yields the total Seebeck coefficient and the





ij − Tνiα(σ−1)αβνβj (1.46)
Under the constant relaxation time approximation (CRTA), such integrations become
much easier. This has been efficiently implemented in the popular code package, BoltzTraP,[66]
through the use of Fourier expansion to calculate the first and second derivatives of the band
energies, Ei(k), with respect to the reciprocal lattice vector, k.
BoltzTrap takes as input the energy eigenvalues calculated from DFT on a uniform dense
k-point grid and outputs the conductivity tensor divided by constant relaxation time (σ/τ)
as well as the Seebeck tensor (S) and electronic thermal conductivity tensor also divided
by time (κe/τ) as functions of temperature and Fermi level position (T , µ).[66] While these
values may not be quantitatively correct due to the the assumption of constant relaxation
time, BoltzTrap is useful for providing a qualitative description of the anisotropy in electronic
transport and also for calculating conductivity effective masses in different directions.
1.3.5 Identification of quasi-low-dimensional layered materials
Quasi-2D materials garner considerable attention because of their potential applications
in nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, catalysis, energy storage, and thermoelectrics. [8, 67–73]
In this thesis, the key component used for identifying quasi-2D materials is an automated
routine which creates superlattice slabs from a bulk crystal structure. This routine has been
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successfully applied to compute accurate ionization potentials and electron affinities of solids
as well as to identify quasi-2D binary materials.[8, 74, 75]
The routine works by creating a slab from a bulk structure for a given set of Miller indices
(hkl). [76] (See Figure 1.8) For a given (hkl), the slab-cutting routine generates three new
basis vectors: ~v1, ~v2, ~v3. ~v1 and ~v2 are perpendicular to the Miller indices and lie within the
of the slab. ~v3 is chosen to be close to orthogonal to the slab while still allowing the new
basis vectors to span the entirety of the Bravais lattice. The lattice is transformed from the
bulk lattice vectors to the slab lattice vectors. A slab structure can be created by repeating
over ~v1,2 and adding a layer of vacuum along ~v3. Once the slab is created, the new c vector
lies perpendicular to the surface of the slab.[76] The undercoordination of atoms as well as
the dipole moment of the slab are minimized by swapping surface atoms from the top of the
slab to the bottom and vice-versa, creating the slab with the least number of broken bonds
and lowest leftover charge for the given (hkl).[8]
Figure 1.8: An example of the slab creation routine to identify a quasi-2D material. a) From
a bulk crystal, a slab structure is created perpendicular to a layering direction, hkl. If cutting
slabs perpendicular to hkl leaves overall coordination of atoms unchanged, the material is
identified as quasi-2D b) Example structure (P2O5) which shows how a corrugated structure
can be identified as a van der Waals-bonded structure.[8]
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This procedure yields two pieces of information: 1) the undercoordination of atoms (de-
fined as the number of “broken” bonds) that arises from creation of the slab from the bulk
and 2) the dipole moment along the chosen (hkl). The layering direction is defined as the
(hkl) which has the smallest undercoordination of atoms. To find this, the procedure is
repeated over a large set of symmetry inequivalent Miller indices.
To span a wide range of possible indices, the set of (hkl) such that −3 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 3 is
used. This gives a set of 73 = 343 different sets of (hkl). By symmetry, typically half are
redundant, but the number of redundant (hkl)’s depends on the symmetry of the crystal
crystal structure. This still allows well over 100 different directions for which slabs are
created for every structure.
If a particular direction has a minimum undercoordination of atoms exactly equal to
zero, then the assumption is that the bonding along that direction is entirely van der Waals
in nature, since atoms that are van der Waals bonded are not considered coordinated with
each other. By counting the number of directions which have a minimum undercoordination
exactly equal to 0, the material can be classified as quasi-low dimensional. If there are no
directions for which the material has an undercoordination of 0, then the material is consid-
ered 3D because atoms are bonded by stronger bonds than van der Waals in all directions.
If the material has a single symmetry inequivalent (hkl) with a degeneracy not greater than
two with minimum undercoordination of atoms equal to zero, then the material is quasi-2D.
For such materials, the layering direction is along the single identified (hkl). Slabs which are
planar and perpendicular to this direction will not have any broken bonds between layers. If
the algorithm identifies two different sets of Miller indices, then the material is quasi-1D. In
this scenario, the direction of the weakly-bonded quasi-1D chains lies perpendicular to the
two directions that are identified. If there are 3 or more identified sets of Miller indices, the
material is quasi-0D or a molecular crystal.[8]
The slab creation process and identification does not involve any expensive calculations
and can be run very rapidly on a large database of structural data. This has been successfully
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implemented previously to search for quasi-2D binary structures within the inorganic crystal
structure database (ICSD).[8, 77]
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CHAPTER 2
SEARCH FOR NEW THERMOELECTRICS WITH LOW LORENZ NUMBER
Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Robert McKinney1, Prashun Gorai2, Vladan Stevanović3, and Eric Toberer4
Abstract: To date, efforts to reduce thermal conductivity in thermoelectric materials
have largely focused on reducing the vibrational component. However, in an optimized
thermoelectric material, the electronic component can often contribute an equivalent amount
to the total thermal conduction. In principle, the Lorenz number of a bulk semiconductor can
be reduced to a small fraction of the Sommerfeld value through the use of a band-pass energy
filter in the transport distribution function. One strategy to achieve this band-pass filter is
through multiple bands that are off-set in energy. Despite a reduction in power factor, we
show that a lower Lorenz number can lead to zT enhancement of nearly 40% over the single
parabolic band value for materials with electronic properties similar to PbTe. One signature
for this behavior is a density of states that rapidly increases deeper into the band. Guided
by this insight, we conducted a high-throughput computational search for materials with
exceptionally low Lorenz number and high thermoelectric quality factor. From this search,
we identify materials that are predicted to have both high quality factor and low Lorenz
number. Intriguingly, we find that the vast majority of known thermoelectric materials
exhibit these traits; further, new materials have emerged that warrant further investigation.
2.1 Introduction
The search for thermoelectric materials continues to reveal new compounds with im-
proved figure of merit (zT = S2σT/ (κL + κe)).[1] Improved thermoelectric performance has
1Primary researcher and author, graduate student, physics, Colorado School of Mines
2Research faculty, metallurgical and materials engineering, Colorado School of Mines
3Assistant professor, metallurgical and materials engineering, Colorado School of Mines
4Corresponding author, associate Professor, physics, Colorado School of Mines
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primarily been driven by enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient (S) and electrical con-
ductivity (σ) and reduced lattice thermal conductivity (smaller κL).[1, 2, 4, 78, 79] While
minimization of κL is critical [1, 78], significantly less attention has been paid to limiting
thermal conductivity due to electrons (κe). The electronic contribution to thermal conduc-
tivity, κe, is defined by the Wiedemann-Franz relation, κe = LσT , where L is the Lorenz
number. [1, 6, 37] Reducing κe by reducing σ conflicts with the need for high power factor
(S2σ), rendering this an unproductive strategy. Similarly, reducing T to reduce κe conflicts
with the fact that zT is directly related to T . Therefore, useful κe reduction relies on the
minimization of L.
The infrequent attention to κe and reduction of L is surprising, as κe reduction underpins
the theoretical ‘best’ thermoelectric identified by Mahan and Sofo. [37, 40, 80] It is also
understood that by combining the Seebeck coefficient and the Lorenz number, one can
calculate the theoretical maximum zT for any material as κL is reduced (i.e., κL → 0,
zTmax → S2/L), further highlighting the importance of L. [81, 82] To understand this
result, it is necessary to define the transport distribution function (Σ = v2τg with energy
dependent group velocity (v), relaxation time (τ), and density of states (g)), from which
electronic properties can be defined. For a given κL, Mahan and Sofo showed that the
best possible zT is achieved if Σ is formally an infinitely valued function at a single energy
(i.e. Dirac delta function) with EF positioned ∼ 2.4kBT to either side of this single energy
level.[40] As Σ approaches a delta function, κe goes to zero. This occurs because L scales
with the variance of Σ (which is null for a delta function), resulting in optimized electronic
properties of zT . [37, 40, 80]
The magnitude of L depends both on Σ and the position of the Fermi level (EF ) .
[28, 33, 83] For highly degenerate semiconductors (i.e. more metallic) L is well approximated
by the Sommerfeld value of 2.44 × 10−8 V2/K2. [28, 83] For EF outside of the degenerate
limit, L can vary significantly. For a single parabolic band (SPB), the non-degenerate Lorenz
number varies between ∼ 1.5− 3.0× 10−8 V2/K2 depending the dominant scattering mech-
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anism (acoustic phonon, ionized impurity, or constant). [2, 10, 33, 38, 83] Unfortunately,
direct measurement of L is nontrivial and approximations are typically made. For experi-
mentalists, κe is typically calculated using the Wiedemann-Franz law using measured values
of σ and L estimated within the SPB approximation.[84, 85] This approach leads to inac-
curate reporting of the relative contributions of κL and κe to κ when a material possesses
band non-parabolicity or complex scattering mechanisms.
Previous methods to reduce L are driven by manipulation of the electronic transport.
Attempts to accomplish this by reducing the dimensionality of the material have shown
promising results. [37, 41, 79, 86, 87] Reducing the dimensionality primarily alters the energy




for dimensions 1, 2, and
3D), which in turn also affects the energy dependence of Σ. Since L is related to the variance
in Σ (see Appendix), reducing the energy dependence of Σ can reduce L. Similarly, Σ can
be modified by changing the band-structure. For example, band-structures with an energy
dependence stronger than parabolic have shown significant reductions in calculated Lorenz
numbers.[88] More recently, multiple band models, under certain scattering assumptions,
have shown to have lower Lorenz numbers.[41]
In many of these approaches, the constant relaxation time approximation (CRTA) is
used in the calculation of Σ and L. This approximation contradicts the scattering in real
materials at elevated temperatures; the dominant scattering mechanism in thermoelectric
materials tends to be acoustic phonon scattering, which has an energy-dependent scattering
rate proportional to the density of states. [1, 4, 10, 38, 41] In the SPB framework, this
yields τ ∝ E−1/2 for acoustic phonon scattering. The CRTA thus improperly weighs the
contribution of energy carriers far from the band edge and leads to a skewed Σ and potentially
erroneous conclusions.
In this paper, we propose and implement a search strategy for materials with low L that
is inspired by the narrow Σ of Mahan and Sofo. We begin with a baseline Σ calculated
from a single parabolic band at high temperature dominated by acoustic phonon scattering
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of charge carriers. From this, we consider the impact of a band-pass filter on Σ, limiting
the transport to energy carriers close to the band edge. Our hypothetical model reduces L
to nearly 20% of the Sommerfeld value, significantly below 10−8 V2/K2. Such a Σ can be
approached by using multiple bands with strong intervalley scattering due to high density of
states. This understanding drives a high-throughput computational search for materials with
exceptionally low L. From this search, we find a correlation between known thermoelectric
materials and prediction of low L and identify new materials as potential candidates for
thermoelectric performance.
2.2 Manipulation of Transport Distribution Function
In this section, we investigate how energy filtering can yield a reduced L and the asso-
ciated impact on zT . To begin, we establish the baseline performance of a simple semicon-
ductor at high temperature. With this baseline, we can observe the impact of changes to Σ
on thermoelectric transport properties and zT .
2.2.1 Band-pass filter on transport
For the baseline semiconductor, we consider a material with the following assumptions:
(i) a sufficiently large band gap is invoked to neglect minority carrier effects, (ii) majority
carrier electronic transport is governed by a parabolic band dispersion, (iii) scattering is
dominated by phonons, and (iv) κL is independent of electronic structure. As shown in the
Appendix, this yields a Σ that rises linearly from the band edge (Figure Figure 2.1a, black
curve). The energy dependence arises from the v2 term, as the electron-phonon scattering
rate scales inversely with the density of states.
The L of the baseline is shown in Figure Figure 2.1b; the variation in magnitude arises
from the shifting EF with respect to the band edge. When EF is in the gap, the Lorenz
number can be approximated by the relation for a non-degenerate semiconductor, Lndg,
which depends on the scattering constant, r:
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Figure 2.1: (a) The transport distribution function (Σ) for a single parabolic band with
acoustic phonon scattering (black) linearly rises from the band edge. Band-pass energy
filters applied at energies of 2.5, 5, and 10 kBT (orange, blue, green) limit the domain of Σ.
(b) Lorenz number (L) is shown for each corresponding Σ in (a) as a function of reduced
Fermi level position relative to the band edge. As the band-pass filter is applied closer to



















= 1.485× 10−8V 2/K2 (2.2)
Where r = −1
2
for acoustic phonon scattering (Eq. 2.2).[4, 33, 89] As EF shifts into









= 2.443× 10−8V 2/K2 (2.3)
To reduce L, we begin by noting the (E − EF )n scaling of the individual transport
properties has n range from 0 to 2 (see Appendix). This creates an opportunity to target
different transport properties by focusing on different energy ranges near EF . In the case
of κe, the dominant integrand has n = 2 and thus charge carriers farther from EF have
the strongest impact. The natural conclusion from this is to limit the linear rise in of the
baseline Σ (Figure Figure 2.1a) to a narrow pass-band. In this section, we consider pass-
bands created by modifying the baseline Σ, as shown by the smaller triangles of Figure 2.1a.
Such pass-bands are a step towards the delta function of Mahan and Sofo without sacrificing
experimental applicability.
For a pass-band cutoff deep in the band (green curve), the change in L is minimal for
non-degenerate semiconductors. This null effect arises from the small overlap between df
dE
and the cut-off region. For most semiconductors, EF optimizes quite close to the band edge.
Figure 2.1b shows that for EF near the optimum position, moving the cut-off value closer to
the band edge yields a significant decrease in L.
The Σ cutoff naturally impacts the other transport properties as well (see Figure Fig-
ure 2.2). The reduced Σ lowers σ, as fewer charge transport channels are active. Likewise,
|S| is slightly reduced. The reduction in |S| is more limited (note the linear scale instead of
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Figure 2.2: (a) The electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient (S), and (c) electronic
component of thermal conductivity (κe) for the baseline SPB model are shown in black. The
application of band-pass filters at 2.5, 5, and 10 kBT (orange, blue, green) reduces σ, |S|
(resulting in a reduced power factor (S2σ)), and κe. The net impact on zT thus depends on
the relative magnitude of these effects.
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log scale) due to the counteracting effects of reductions in the two defining integrals for S
(see Eq. 2.15 in the Appendix). As such, a Σ cutoff will reduce power factor (S2σ) and may
appear to discourage further investigation, however, the reduction in κe can be even more
significant, leading to an overall increase in the electronic contributions zT .
Figure 2.3 shows heat maps of peak zT change compared to the baseline SPB zT as a
function of κL and energy cut-off. Each panel is calculated for different electronic properties.
The middle panel uses the mobility of n-PbTe, [10] with the left and right panels corre-
sponding to an order of magnitude decrease and increase, respectively. For each condition
within the heat maps, EF is optimized to achieve the maximum zT for both the baseline
and cut-off models, the relative enhancement or reduction in peak zT is shown. The first
conclusion from Figure 2.3 is κL must be small to positively impact zT . The black curves
show the transition from zT reduction to enhancement. When κL is large, the impact of
low L is simply overshadowed by κL. Second, the impact of energy filtering positively com-
pounds with a material’s baseline power factor. Third, the optimum cut-off shifts towards
the band edge as electronic properties improve. This trend arises from the increased Σ slope
(i.e., improved electronic properties); as the cut-off moves towards the band edge Σ begins
to approximate a delta function. In summary, for a given material with attractive properties
for thermoelectric performance (i.e., κL < 1 and large Σ slope), the addition of a cut-off can
enhance zT between 50-100% if appropriately positioned (∼ 3kBT from the band edge).
2.2.2 Energy Filtering via Multiple Bands
In principle, the desired cutoff energy in Σ could be achieved through strong variation
in g, v, or τ , or some combination thereof. Indeed, the baseline approximation of a single
parabolic band breaks down at some energy in all semiconductors. Here, we consider one
embodiment that yields the desired cut-off in energy, namely multiple bands offset in energy.
The baseline of comparison is a set of N1 equivalent bands with band effective mass m
∗
1
and scattering dominated by acoustic phonons. We quantify the strength of the scattering
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Figure 2.3: Compared to the baseline SPB model, the addition of a Σ cut-off can either
enhance or reduce zT depending on the cut-off position relative to the band edge and the
baseline material properties. The three plots are calculated for different electronic properties
(mobility). The middle plot corresponds to the electronic properties of n-PbTe with the left
and the right corresponding to an order of magnitude decrease and increase in mobility,
respectively. For materials with high mobility and κL < 1, applying a energy cutoff within
a few kBT of the band edge can enhance zT by as much as 50-100 %.
the matrix element for transitions between states used in Fermi’s Golden Rule and is used to
indicate the strength of electron-phonon coupling by considering the perturbation in Ei(k)
for band index i induced by a phonon. [2, 9, 10, 41, 90] Here, we denote the scattering in
terms of deformation potentials Ξij, where i and j refer to the type of band involve in the
scattering. In this baseline, the only deformation potential term present is Ξ11. From N1
and m∗1, we can express v1(E) and g1(E) using Eq. 2.4 and 2.5.
To this baseline, we add a set of N2 secondary bands with extrema at energy E2 away
from the band gap edge associated with the first band (here assumed to be conduction
bands). The second bands have band mass m∗2 and an associated density of states given by
Eq. 2.6.[90–92] The increased density of states from the second bands is shown in Figure 2.4a
for three different N2m
∗
3/2
2 scenarios. We specifically assume that m
∗
2 ≫ m∗1 since our goal
is to have a band structure that is more dispersive at energies farther from the band edge.
The total DOS shown has no contribution from the secondary bands until the extrema at























∝ Ξ211g1(E) + Ξ212g2(E) (2.7)
Allowing for transitions between the primary and secondary bands, deformation potential-
based scattering expands to include the terms Ξ12 and Ξ22. Due to the inclusion of multiple








. [4, 83] For carriers from the first band, the energy-dependent effective
scattering time now depends on properties associated with both types of bands (Eq. 2.7).
Figure 2.4b shows the effective scattering time, τ1, for carriers from the primary bands. A
massive reduction in τ1 is observed due to the increased scattering options associated with
g2. We now define a dimensionless coefficient ζ (Eq. 2.8), which will describe the strength






















Multiplying Eqs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7 together and utilizing the intervalley strength parame-
ter (ζ), Σ1 is given by Eq. 2.9. With no intervalley scattering (ζ = 0), Eq. 2.9 reduces to the











































E ≥ E2 (2.9)
The total Σ that determines the relevant transport properties is the sum of each set
of bands (Σtot = Σ1 + Σ2). However, we assume large ζ from large m
∗
2 and strong Ξ12
and thus Σ2 can be neglected in this limit. Figure 2.4c shows the resulting Σ. For the
scenarios considered in Figure 2.4c, the scattering from the secondary bands is strong but
some residual transport remains beyond the cut-off; in the limit of ζ approaching infinity, Σ
would converge to the complete energy cut-off of Figure 2.1. In scenarios where large ζ is
instead achieved by large N2, the Σ ∼ Σ1 approximation does not hold as well, as v2 may
be quite large. In such a case, Σ2 may be significant and the cut-off less effective. There has
been a significant amount of work on systems with degenerate bands; [10, 95] however, in the
model presented here, such band degeneracy would both increase g(E) and correspondingly
decrease τ(E). The net effect would be no alteration to Σ or the material performance as
described within the intervalley approach.
Figure 2.4d considers the impact on L for varying ζ. Here, for the baseline compound
we use the same electronic properties as before in Figure 2.3, with κl set to 0.5 W/mK. It
is evident that at ζ values greater than ∼10, the impact on L begins to asymptote to the
energy cutoff model (provided Σ2 can be neglected). While ζ of 10 or more is not trivial, the
combination of terms (N , Ξ, and m∗) can facilitate achieving high ζ through several smaller
effects. These results are consistent with the recent publication by Thesberg, et al.[41] In
Figure 2.4, the impact of ζ on zT is considered. It is evident that the decrease in L is
















































a. b. c. d. e.
Figure 2.4: (a) The impact of multi-band scattering on the thermoelectric transport proper-
ties begins with a consideration of the total DOS (g1+g2). Here, the baseline is shown in black
and the secondary band have m∗2/m
∗
1 =5, 10, 20 (blue, green, orange). (b) This increased
g yields a commensurate effect on τ1eff due to scattering, calculated with Ξ12/Ξ11 = 1,
E2 = 3kbT , Nb2/Nb1 = 1, corresponding to ζ values of 11.18, 31.62, and 89.44 respectively.
(c) From this model, Σ shows a significant reduction above E2. (d) Considering three base-
lines (Colors indicate the same electronic properties as in Figure 2.3 with κl = 0.5 W/mK),
the reduction in Σ yield a Lorenz number reduction. Secondary band position (E2) was
optimized for maximum zT for each ζ. The non-degenerate SPB L for acoustic phonon
scattering is shown for reference. (e) In comparison to these baseline cases, the optimized
zT grows with increasing ζ, asymptotically approaching the zT -enhancement from the hard
cutoff model shown in Figure 2.3.
Beyond high ζ in multiple parabolic bands, non-parabolic bands can be considered to filter
charge transport. Non-parabolicity can enable low velocity regions where the contribution to
Σ is reduced. In both cases, Σ is limited away from the band edge due to low carrier velocities
and the associated DOS-dependent scattering. The shape of the total DOS, identifiable by
a sharp increase at the transition point, would be similar in both models. In the following
section, we explore how total DOS can therefore be used as a metric by which to judge a
material as a candidate for this effect.
2.3 High-Throughput Search
In Section 5.2.2, we demonstrated that the Σ associated with certain electronic structures
can yield exceptionally low L. For materials with low κL, this effect can significantly enhance
peak zT . In the following, we establish a simple metric based on g(E) in order to search
for Σ with a sharp energy cutoff. Using this metric and our previously established metric
termed ‘thermoelectric quality factor’[9], we describe our efforts to screen 1371 materials
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from our open-access database TEDesignLab (www.tedesignlab.org) [7]. We included in this
data-mining search all chalcogenides (S, Se, Te), pnictides (N, P, As, Sb, Bi), and silicides
with finite DFT-calculated bandgap. [9] We have not included oxides or magnetic materials
in this search. From this search, we identify several classes of candidate materials that should
exhibit high zT if appropriately doped.
2.3.1 Density of States Shape Factor
We define a unit-less metric, termed shape factor (SF ), to capture the asymmetry in the







where E∗ is the energy window over which the shape factor is calculated. E∗ is determined
by finding the maximum of SF (E∗) for 0 < E∗ < 400 meV from the band edge (E = 0).
The choice of 400 meV arises because peak zT is most enhanced when the energy cutoff is










Figure 2.5: The shape factor (SF ) quantifies the energy dependence of the density of states;
shown here from left to right are three compounds with widely varying SF : BaBSbS4, SnS,
and Sr3Ga2As4. Compounds with large SF demonstrate a sharp increase in DOS. Such
an increase in DOS could indicate the onset of multiple bands, which potentially lead to a
reduced Lorenz number.
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The value of E∗ is thus unique for a given g. To see the SF metric visually, Figure 2.5
provides three example compounds with significant variation in SF . The value of SF is
bounded by 0 and 1. These limits correspond to a step-function g(E) (SF of 0), whereas a
delta function at g(E∗) yields a SF of 1. For reference, a single parabolic band has a SF of
0.33̄.
2.3.2 Thermoelectric Quality Factor
As shown in Figure 2.3, the impact of reducing L on zT depends on κL and the elec-
tronic properties. We have previously developed a metric (βSE) to assess the potential for

















Where e is the electronic charge, h̄ the reduced Planck constant, kB the Boltzmann
constant, µ0 the intrinsic charge carrier mobility, m
∗
DOS the density of states effective mass,
and κL the lattice thermal conductivity.[9] To make predictions of µ0 and κL computationally
tractable, we developed semi-empirical models that are described in detail in Refs. 9, 7,
23, and 8. First-principles density functional theory calculations in conjunction with an
experimental learning set drive the semi-empirical models used to estimate µ0 and κL. The
first principles calculations return band degeneracy (Nb), band effective mass (m
∗
b), and bulk
modulus; the first two parameters are calculated for a given energy window from the band
edge to estimate µ0.
In the present scenario, µ0 and thus βSE must be evaluated for an appropriate energy
window below the cut-off from secondary bands. Therefore, we calculate βSE of 1371 mate-
rials for an energy window of E∗/2 meV, as E∗ tends to be near the inflection point in g(E)
associated with secondary bands. Figure 2.6 shows the plot of normalized βSE of 1371 mate-
rials for both valence and conduction band transport as a function of SF . βSE is normalized
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Figure 2.6: (a) High throughput search of 1371 materials yields their valence and conduction
band quality factor (βSE) and shape factor (SF ). βSE is normalized to the value for p-PbTe
(βSE,p−PbTe =13.7). The marker colors represent the band edge: blue for conduction and
orange for valence. An SF value of 0.33 corresponds to a single parabolic band (SPB).
(b) Well-known thermoelectric materials are represented by markers with black outline. (c)
Promising candidates with large values of βSE and SF are indicated by filled markers.
2.3.3 Candidate Materials
Our high-throughput search has revealed several candidate materials with large βSE and
SF . These candidate materials are represented by filled markers in Figure 2.6, with blue
representing n-type and orange p-type transport. The density of states of the relevant band
edges of these candidates are shown in Figure 2.7, with blue representing conduction band
and orange valence band. Intriguingly, the materials with both high SF and βSE tend to
cluster into several classes of materials, as discussed below.
Well-known thermoelectric materials are marked in Figure 2.6 (markers with black out-
line); intriguingly, many of these well-known thermoelectric materials exhibit large values of
both βSE and SF . Therefore, it is plausible that the well-known thermoelectric materials
experience zT enhancement due to the lowering of Lorenz number from multi-band inter-
valley scattering. As the search focuses on stoichiometric compounds, we have highlighted
Ca3AlSb3, KAlSb4, Ca5Al2Sb6, As2Te3, Bi2Te3, Cu2Se, GeTe, In4Se3, Mg2Si, Mg3Sb2, PbS,
PbSe, PbTe, SnS, ZnSb, SnSe, and SnTe. The lowest point (not included in panel b), is
p-Mg3Sb2.
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One class of materials that emerged with high SF and βSE Figure 2.6b are a set of p-
type Zintl compounds: K3SbS4 K6Cd4Sn3Se13, NaSr2AlP3, and Na2AuAs. The g(E) for the
valence band edges are shown in the upper panels of Figure 2.7. The predicted κL of the
Na-containing compounds is quite low, the impact of L reduction is thus expected to be
quite strong. In contrast, the K-containing compounds are driven by fairly high mobility for
p-type Zintl compounds. Doping these materials to the necessary hole concentration may be
achievable, as Zintl compounds tend to be natively p-type.[96]
A second group of Zintl compounds exhibited promising n-type properties: SrIn2Te4,
NaBa6Cu3Te14, La3Au3Sb4, Y3Au3Sb4, and ZnSb. Here, the high βSE is driven by extremely
light band masses (∼ 0.01me) and correspondingly high mobility. The high βSE of n-type
Zintl compounds is consistent with our prior search in this space. [97] However, the native
defect chemistries of each compound may preclude n-type doping. In such a case, ‘killer’
defects compensate efforts to drive EF towards the conduction band. For instance, n-type
ZnSb (Pnma) is identified as a candidate; first-principles calculations have revealed that the
native defects in ZnSb render it degenerately p-type [96] and experimental efforts at doping
ZnSb n-type have largely been unsuccessful due to compositional instability.[98–100] WSi2
emerges as a n-type silicide, here the comparatively high predicted κL may preclude the
benefit from scattering into secondary bands (Figure 2.3).
A third class of candidate materials are n-type ternary diamond-like semiconductors with
ordered vacancies: XAl2Te4 (X = Zn, Cd, Hg) and HgGa2Te4. Once again, high mobility
driven by light band masses (∼ 0.05me) enables attractive βSE. The structural flexibility
afforded by the vacancies may facilitate n-type doping in these materials. For p-type ordered
vacancy diamond-like semiconductors, the only candidates that emerged were GeSe2 in space
groups 82 and 122. High βSE arises from a combination of light valence band mass and low
lattice thermal conductivity.
Two additional chalcogenides emerged: p-Rb2Pt3S4 and p-PbBi2S4. The sulfides have βSE
driven by predictions of low κL. PbBi2S4 has been reported as having κL of ∼0.5 W/mK,
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Figure 2.7: Density of states for candidate materials identified based on large values of shape
factor (SF ) and thermoelectric quality factor (βSE). E = 0 corresponds to band edge, with
E > 0 going into the band. Blue denotes conduction band and orange valence band. Space
group is provided in parentheses. The first vertical line indicates the energy window (E∗/2),
which is used to calculate βSE associated with transport by the energy carriers close to the
band edge. The second vertical line indicates E∗ where SF is maximized for each material.
The y-axis ranges from 0 to g(E∗) for each material.
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but only n-type electronic properties have been characterized.[101]
2.4 Conclusion
Here we have considered how charge carrier scattering can yield unusually low Lorenz
number and, in some cases, positively impact zT . In this work, we have focused on the
use of multiple bands to achieve this scattering effect; the effect is in fact quite general and
ultimately depends on tailoring the transport distribution function. Inspired by this theory,
we completed a high-throughput materials search driven by the shape of the density of states
and the thermoelectric quality factor in order to identify candidate materials. We find that
many of the known thermoelectric materials have features in their electronic structure that
facilitate low Lorenz values, suggesting that such band structure features may already be
realized serendipitously. New candidates from this search include Zintl compounds, polar
intermetallics and diamond-like semiconductors with ordered defects.
2.5 Appendix: Transport Distribution Formalism and Single Parabolic Band
(SPB) Model
Boltzmann transport theory [28, 32, 33, 89, 102, 103] leads to what is known as the
transport distribution formalism. [38, 40, 104] This method shows that all electronic prop-
erties, including κe, can be described using integrals across charge carrier energy (E) in
the isotropic assumption. In the relaxation time approximation (RTA) (where τ is assumed
to be isotropically dependent on energy), this formalism also lines up with the well-known
Landauer formalism in the diffusive limit. [38, 41, 104, 105] While the Landauer approach
is useful in describing the quantum foundation of materials, we focus in this paper on the
Boltzmann Transport approach because it focuses on well-known material parameters, such
as density of states and m∗DOS, which aid in the search for actual thermoelectric materials.
The key material parameters in this formalism are the functional form of transport distri-
bution function (Σ) and the Fermi level position (EF ). Σ is itself the product of the density
of states (g), the carrier velocity (v), and the relaxation time (τ) as functions of energy and
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would have units of eV−1cm−1s−1. The electronic terms are determined from the integrals,
In (defined in Eq. 2.13).






Σ(E) (E − Ef )n dE (2.13)








I2 − σS2T (2.16)
Eq. (2.16) is perhaps the most overlooked of the three transport equations. The first term
comes from solving the Boltzmann transport equation for energy transport in a temperature
gradient under closed circuit conditions, allowing the Fermi level to equalize on both sides of
the material. The second term in Eq. (2.16) highlights the fact that the electronic thermal
conduction is reduced under open circuit conditions because the Seebeck effect causes a Fermi
level shift between the two sides of the material, inducing an opposing thermal conduction
related to the power factor, (σS2). [106]. In an operational thermoelectric generator (TEG)
at the max power point, the effective κe would lie between the open and closed circuit thermal
conductivities [84] This opposition effect also shows up in the Lorenz number in Eq. (2.17),









For zT optimization, it is clear that a thermoelectric material needs to both optimize EF
and the electronic terms within Σ while at the same time minimizing κL. [4, 10]
The most common and simplest model used for thermoelectric materials is the single
parabolic band (SPB) [1, 83]. The SPB model assumes that the band edge structure, E(k),
of a material can be approximated as a single isotropic parabola that relates energy to
reciprocal space, E ∝ k2. In SPB, g ∝ E1/2 and v2 ∝ E, as shown in Figure 2.8 [2, 30, 33].
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Figure 2.8: The three components of the transport distribution function (Σ) for a single
parabolic band with acoustic phonon scattering (a-c). (d) Σ for SPB: a linear function in






× Σ× (E − EF ). (h) −∂f0∂E × Σ× (E − EF )
2.
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Combining SPB with acoustic phonon scattering (τ ∝ g−1) [2, 10, 33, 83] yields Σ that is
linear in energy. The diagonal black line in Figure 2.8d highlights that Σ for SPB bears little
resemblance to a delta function for the average crystalline semiconductor. Eqs. (2.14-2.16)
indicate the dependencies on Σ of the intrinsic electronic properties of a semiconductor, (σ,S,
and κe). The black curves in Figs. (Figure 2.8f-h) show the integrands of these functions to
highlight their dependencies. The (E − EF )n term in each function clearly weighs different
regions of Σ distinctly, again highlighting the importance of properly accounting for the
energy dependence in Σ. We can see the impact that each term has on the Lorenz number
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Abstract: In this work, we expand the set of known layered compounds to include ionic
layered materials, which are well known for superconducting, thermoelectric, and battery
applications. Focusing on known ternary compounds from the ICSD, we screen for ionic
layered structures by expanding upon our previously developed algorithm for identification of
van der Waals (vdW) layered structures, thus identifying over 1,500 ionic layered compounds.
Since vdW layered structures can be chemically mutated to form ionic layered structures,
we have developed a methodology to structurally link binary vdW to ternary ionic layered
materials. We perform an in-depth analysis of similarities and differences between these two
classes of layered systems and assess the interplay between layer geometry and bond strength
with a study of the elastic anisotropy. We observe a rich variety of anisotropic behavior in
which the layering direction alone is not a simple predictor of elastic anisotropy. Our results
enable discovery of new layered materials through intercalation or de-intercalation of vdW
or ionic layered systems, respectively, as well as lay the groundwork for studies of anisotropic
transport phenomena such as sound propagation or lattice thermal conductivity.
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Van der Waals (vdW) layered materials have served as electrodes, thermoelectrics, op-
toelectronics, substrates, and as precursors for 2D materials.[8, 67, 70–73, 107–114] The
chemistry of known vdW materials is diverse, ranging from simple unaries and binaries (e.g.,
graphite, SnSe, Bi2Te3) to complex multinaries (e.g., LiCoO2, BiCuOSe).[8, 27, 115–117]
Figure 3.1a-b shows two example crystal structures of well-known vdW layered materials.
Although individual structures have been known for decades, the classification and large-scale
compilation of vdW layered structures came surprisingly late.[8, 110, 113, 115, 118] These
large scale classifications were enabled by automated identification algorithms utilizing ei-
ther topology scaling[110, 113, 115] or slab cutting approaches.[8] Such classification enabled
the high-throughput computational screening of vdW layered materials with properties tai-
lored for thermoelectrics, hydrogen production, photocatalytic, and micro and nanoelectronic
applications.[8, 69–72, 114, 115] These efforts have led to the investigation of unconventional
vdW layered materials such as ZrTe5,[8] MoWSeS,[71, 109] and PdTe2.[69, 70, 73, 113] Ad-
ditionally, the classification is useful for identification of exfoliatable bulk materials which
are precursors for 2D materials.[70, 71, 73, 110, 113, 115]
In contrast to vdW layered materials, the classification of layered materials with stronger
(e.g., ionic) interlayer bonding has only recently been investigated. The singular example is
the extension of the topology scaling method to screen Na-containing materials for battery
applications.[119] Therein, the layers are ionically bound by the electropositive Na cation.
The procedure involves selective removal of Na atoms from the structure and analysis of the
pseudo-structure with the topology scaling method.[115] This yielded 150 candidate layered
structures with Na “spacer” atoms between the layers. In this work, we refer to the interlayer
atom as the “spacer”; hereafter, we refer to these materials as “ionic layered” to distinguish
them from vdW layered materials.
Beyond electrochemical applications, ionic layered materials are also known for their re-
markable electronic and phonon properties. Figure 3.1c-d highlights two example structures
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of ionic layered materials: CaZn2Sb2, which is a well-known thermoelectric material [120–
124] and La2CuO4, a superconducting material,[125–128]. Within thermoelectrics, ionic
layered materials offer the opportunity to decouple electron and phonon transport owing
to their inherent anisotropy. In cuprate superconductors, such as La2CuO4 and similar,
anisotropy also plays a critical role as the superconductivity is shown to occur within a
single CuO2 layer.[129] Ionic layered materials can also serve as precursors for exotic 2D
materials through physical or chemical exfoliation (e.g., MAX structure to MXene structure
conversion).[118, 130]
Many ternary ionic layered materials are structurally related to binary vdW layered
materials through the removal of the spacers. Such pairs include TiS3 and KTh2Te6,[131]
BN and KSnSb,[9, 85, 132] and Mxenes with MAX phase structure types.[118, 130] The
properties of these structural pairs may exhibit similar features and enable comparative
studies between ionic and vdW layered materials. Such pairs may likewise enable unusual or
metastable reactions through intercalation/de-intercalation of the spacer. To our knowledge,
no large-scale classification of these vdW-ionic pairs has been conducted.










van der Waals layered ionic layered
Figure 3.1: Crystal structures of binary vdW layered materials: (a) MoS2 and (b) SnSe.
Crystal structures of ternary ionic layered materials: (c) CaZn2Sb2, where the Zn2Sb2 layers
are separated by Ca cations, and (d) CuLa2O4, where the CuO4 layers are separated by La
cations. In ionic layered structures, the atoms that separate the layers (Ca, La) are referred
to as “spacers”.
In this paper, we utilize systematic classification of layered materials to further explore
the relationship between vdW binary and ternary ionic layered materials. We begin by val-
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idating a slab cutting-based approach to identify ionic layered materials; applying this to
∼8,000 ternary structures from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)[77] yields
1,577 ionic layered materials. To link binary vdW structures[8] to ternary ionic analogs, we
analyze the stoichiometry, symmetry, and local coordination of potential pairs. The analysis
of the corresponding crystal structures reveals that less than half of the ternary ionic layered
materials are analogs of binary vdW prototypes. To understand the connection between
intra/interlayer bonding and elastic properties, we conduct a broad assessment and analysis
of the elastic anisotropy of ternary ionic layered structures and previously published vdW
data.[133] Elastic anisotropy provides insights into the topology and strength of chemical
bonding as well as anisotropy in transport and mechanical properties, such thermal conduc-
tivity and sound velocity.We find that the ionic layered materials are overall more isotropic
than the vdW layered materials; however, the overall range of anisotropy spanned by both
groups of layered materials is similar. We discuss several examples to demonstrate the rela-
tionship between binary vdW layered materials and ternary ionic layered materials as well as
highlight several unique manifestations of elastic anisotropy. This material dataset provides
a foundation to pursue further studies of transport phenomena in layered materials.
3.2 Computational Methodology
We define a ternary ionic layered material as being formed of individual binary layers
that are separated by a spacer element. If the spacer atoms are removed, the remaining
pseudo-binary structure will contain relatively large spatial gaps orthogonal to the layering
direction, much like in a vdW layered structure. To identify ionic layered materials from
known crystal structures we utilize a previously developed algorithm used to identify vdW
layered materials.[8]
3.2.1 Identification of Ionic Layered Materials
To determine if a structure is ionic layered, one needs to: (i) remove one atom type and
construct the corresponding pseudo-binary structure, (ii) perform slab cutting in various
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directions defined by the appropriately chosen set of Miller indices (hkl), (iii) for each (hkl),
select a termination that minimizes the undercoordination (number of broken bonds) of the
surface atoms relative to their coordination in the bulk, and finally, (iv) count the number of
broken bonds for every (hkl). Then, if for exactly one choice of (hkl) there is a termination
that produces zero undercoordination of the surface atoms, the algorithm identifies the
pseudo-binary structure as quasi-2D with (hkl) layering direction and the removed atom
type is labeled as the spacer element. If there is more than one choice of (hkl), the pseudo-
binary structure is of lower dimension, i.e., for two inequivalent (hkl) the structure consists of
quasi-1D chains separated by spacers, or for three or more inequivalent (hkl) the structure
consists of isolated clusters of atoms separated by spacers (quasi-0D). Alternatively, the
structure is three dimensional if the cutting routine cannot find any (hkl) that fulfills the
above criteria.
A schematic of the identification procedure is shown in Figure 3.2. For a given ternary
material, three pseudo-binary structures are created by removing each element in turn. For
every pseudo-binary structure a slab cutting routine is applied for all symmetry inequivalent
Miller indices with −3 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 3. The cutting routine is constructed specifically to find
the surface termination that minimizes the undercoordination of surface atoms relative to
their coordination in the bulk. This is done by interchanging positions of surface (under-
coordinated) atoms from the bottom to the top of the slab and vice versa by applying the
appropriate lattice vector until the undercoordination is minimized. Undercoordination is
determined relative to the number of first-shell neighbors in the bulk, which is calculated
by counting atoms that are separated from the central atom within a spherical shell. The
thickness of the shell is defined as d+tol, where d is the distance to the first nearest neighbor
and tol is an adjustable tolerance factor, which is set to 0.3 Å. We have previously used a
tolerance factor of 0.3 Å in the successful identification of binary vdW layered materials.[8]
In this way one can construct correct terminations of both flat and very corrugated surfaces.

















Figure 3.2: Schematic of the algorithm for identifying ionic layered materials. For a given
ternary structure, three pseudo-binary structures are generated by removing element of each
type. Using a previously-developed algorithm, each of the pseudo-binary structures are
classified as 3D, quasi-2D, -1D, or -0D. If one or more pseudo-binary structures are quasi-
2D, the ternary compound is classified as an ionic layered material.
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coordination and classifies the pseudo-structure accordingly. The surface cutting routine
has been successfully employed to obtain realistic surface structures of various surfaces of
different inorganic solids for the purpose of calculating their electronic structure and surface
dipoles.[74, 75]
In order to compare the ionic layered materials with the prototypical binary vdW layered
materials, we constrained our search space to ternary chemistries from the ICSD.[77] In total,
we considered 8,939 stoichiometric and ordered ternary materials (AxByCz) from the ICSD
with chemistries excluding the rare earths (except La) for computational convenience.1 Out
of the 8,939, our identification algorithm revealed 1,840 ternary ionic layered structures.
In many cases, the algorithm will identify more than one element from the ternary chem-
istry which can act as a spacer, and consequently two possible pseudo-binary structures. In
such cases, we label the most electropositive element as the primary spacer, since the major-
ity of the known ionic layered systems occur with a cation acting as the spacer.[130, 134, 135]
3.2.2 Determination of Ionic Layered-vdW Pairs
Because ternary ionic layered structures are sometimes known analogs of binary vdW
layered materials,[131] we have created an automated algorithm that identifies this relation-
ship. This algorithm works by comparing every identified ternary ionic material to every
binary vdW layered material.
The algorithm first removes the identified spacer to re-create the pseudo-binary structure
found in the identification routine (in the case of multiple identified spacers, we use each
possible pseudo-binary structure). A vdW binary and the ionic psuedo-binary structure are
matched if they are equivalent on three criteria: (i) stoichiometry, (ii) space group, and
(iii) average first shell coordination number. For computational efficiency, we first check the
pseudo-binary structure stoichiometry against each binary vdW stoichiometry. If there is a
match, we then compare the space group of the pseudo-binary structure to the vdW binary
1We avoid the f -electron materials because DFT is known to be highly inaccurate in describing the electron
correlation in f -electron systems and also suffers from convergence issues due to the highly localized f -
electron states.
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space group. Only if both the stoichiometry and the space group match do we compare the
average first shell coordination number. If all three criteria are a match, we identify the
binary vdW layered material as an analog of the ternary ionic layered material.
3.2.3 High-throughput Assessment of Stability and Anisotropy
In order to assess the effects of the different bonding mechanisms (vdW vs. ionic), we
investigate the elastic properties of the binary vdW and the ternary ionic layered materials.
The elastic tensor (Cijnm) is a rank-4 tensor, which relates the induced strain tensor (σij) to





With the help of symmetry properties of the elastic tensor, the 81 component rank-4
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A general method for identifying stable materials is to look at the full phonon dispersion
and determine if any frequencies are imaginary, ω2 < 0. An imaginary phonon frequency cor-
responds to exponentially increasing amplitude in response to oscillation.[137, 138] However,
calculations of the full phonon dispersion are not conducive to high-throughput applications.
Since most instabilities occur at small ~q (i.e., long wavelength),[137] we assess the stability
using a two-fold approach. First, we use the Born stability criteria to assess the stability
from the elastic tensor. Because the elastic tensor is derived from the linear approximation
of the stress-strain relationship, the components are related to the dispersion curves for low
energy acoustic phonons.[139–143] According to the Born stability criteria, elastically sta-
ble materials will always have positive eigenvalues of the 6×6 elastic matrix, meaning that
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elastically stable materials always have positive elastic energy for arbitrary homogeneous










Negative eigenvalues of the elastic tensor imply that Uelast can be negative for an im-
plied strain, which leads to unphysical manifestations, such as negative directional Young’s
modulus.[137, 139]
In addition to examining the elastic tensor, we also calculate all optical phonon frequen-
cies at the Γ point and identify any material as unstable which has an imaginary optical
phonon frequency at the Γ point. While it is possible for a material to have an imaginary
phonon frequency at q point other than Γ, such instabilities are less frequent. Our method
accounts for common instabilities without sacrificing computational efficiency for rare cases.
Out of the 1,840 identified ternary ionic layered materials, we determine 1,577 to be stable
within this criteria.
Given the layered nature of the compounds under consideration, the expectation is that
many will exhibit a significant degree of anisotropy. For the purpose of assessing the
anisotropy of layered systems, we evaluate the universal anisotropy index (AU) for each
compound.[144] Calculation of the universal elastic anisotropy index (AU) makes use of the







− 6 > 0 (3.4)
This measure adopts values close to 0 for isotropic materials and values larger than 1 as those
displaying pronounced elastic anisotropy. We also compute the directional Young’s Modulus
E, which represents the response of a material to axial stresses, in every direction for in order
to get a sense of the directional variation of the elastic properties. The directional Young’s
Modulus is calculated by first finding the rank-4 compliance tensor (S = C−1).[145, 147] The
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Computing the Young’s Modulus over a large, evenly distributed set of directions, we find
the relative variation of the Young’s modulus by dividing the angular standard deviation by
the angular average, which can serve as a useful comparison metric with AU .
The starting structures are obtained from the ICSD.[77] We consider ordered, stoichio-
metric (integer occupancy of Wyckoff positions) structures with up to 50 atoms in the primi-
tive cell. Structures with partial occupancy are not considered in this study; such structures
would require modeling disorder, which is beyond the scope of this study. We consider
both experimental and theoretically proposed structures present in the ICSD. Structural
relaxation, calculation of elastic tensor and phonon frequencies (at Γ) are performed us-
ing the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)[148, 149] with projector augmented
waves (PAW)[150, 151] in the generalized gradient approximation using the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE)[61] exchange-correlation functional. All calculations are performed with a
plane wave cutoff energy of 520 eV and a fairly dense Γ-centered k-point grid of 1000 per
inverse atom is used for all materials.[152] While the ternary ionic layered structures are
relaxed with standard GGA-PBE functionals, binary vdW materials were previously relaxed
using a vdW-corrected exchange correlation functional (optB86) to correctly account for
the long-range vdW interactions.[8, 62, 133, 153] In vdW layered materials, the layers are
held together by long-range dispersion interactions, which are not appropriately described
by standard exchange-correlation functionals such as LDA and GGA.[62, 153] We have pre-
viously shown that a vdW-corrected functional such as optB86 predicts lattice constants
and elastic properties (bulk modulus) more accurately in vdW layered materials.[8, 133] In
ionic layered materials, the layers are held together by ionic/covalent bonds with the spacer
atoms rather than vdW interactions. As such, standard functionals are suitable for this class
of layered materials. Elastic tensors are calculated with a finite difference method, in which
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six finite distortions of the lattice are performed and the elastic constants (Cij) are derived
from the stress-strain relationship, yielding the full elastic tensor.[64, 65, 133] Calculations
are handled within the python-based high-throughput framework, PyLada.[154]
3.3 Results and Discussion
To assess the accuracy of the algorithm in identifying ionic layered materials, we man-
ually assess a large number of the classified structures and find that well-known materials
such as CaZn2Sb2, LiMnO2, CuLa2O4 were correctly identified. Additionally, the algorithm
also correctly classifies ionic layered materials with more complex structures (e.g. RbV3O8,
BaClF). Likewise, our algorithm also identifies the Na-containing ionic layered materials
reported in Ref. 119, including NaZnP, NaCoO2, Na2ZrSe3, and NaTiS2, providing further
confidence in the accuracy of the algorithm.
For systems with ambiguity in terms of their classification (i.e., layered vs. not), the
tolerance factor (see Sec. 3.2.1) can lead to arbitrary classification. Materials which could
be perceived as quasi-one dimensional can be misidentified as layered if within the first
coordination shell the algorithm detects bonding between the chains. Examples include
BaVS3, TiMo6Se8, and KCuCl3. Conversely, for materials where the layering is subtle, the
materials may not be identified as layered (e.g., SrZn2Ge2, CaClF, and LaTiO3). When
incorrect classification was observed by visual inspection of the structure, compounds were
manually reclassified. We note that all search methods constructed to use solely geometric
features suffer from the ambiguity of defining bond lengths.
3.3.1 Distribution of Identified Spacer Elements
As constructed, the slab cutting algorithm is agnostic to the chemistry of the “spacer”
element. The chemical identity of the spacer is thus found to vary widely, as shown in
Figure 3.3. As stated previously, in the case of multiple identified spacer elements, we
choose the most electropositive element as the primary spacer. In Figure 3.3a, we show the
distribution of primary spacers. In the Figure 3.3b, we show all identified spacers (those
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with two or three identified spacer elements are double and triple counted). The occurrence
of multiple spacer elements is highlighted in progression through Figure 3.3c-e.
Of the 1,577 compounds, 774 had at least two identified spacers and 151 compounds had
all the three elements as spacers. We find that for the 1,577 identified compounds, 59% of
the primary spacers come from the groups I-III of the periodic table as shown in Figure 3.3,
which drops to 39% when we include all identified spacers. The top six most frequent are
Ca, Ba, Sr, La, K, and O, each appearing over 100 times. The observation of cationic
spacers as dominating is consistent with well known expectations for ionic layered materials.
Many of these materials with spacers in groups I-III are Zintl or polar intermetallics (e.g.
Sc6PdTe2, CaBe2Ge2).[155, 156] Perhaps less appreciated are the layered structures with
electronegative spacers. Examples such as ClCa2N and I3La5Si5 have halogen spacers and
polycationic slabs. These ternary structures tend to cap the polycationic slabs with the
most electropositive element, in contrast to the binary vdW layered materials and many
ternary Zintl materials. In between the highly electronegative and electropositive spacers,
we were surprised to see a significant minority of transition metal and metalloid spacers.
For example, ZrVSi, TlCdS2, and AuCr3O8 are discussed below in terms of their anisotropic
elasticity.
3.3.2 Spacegroup Prevalence
The distribution of both sets of layered materials over the 230 space groups can be seen
in Figure 3.4. As expected, there are no cubic structures within either of these groups.
The binary vdW layered compounds crystallize in 51 different space groups, but 65% reside
within the top 9 (labeled in the figure). The ternary ionic layered compounds crystallize in
84 different space groups; however, as with the binary vdW layered materials, 67% reside
with the top 9 (labeled).
The most prevalent vdW space group is the trigonal P3m1 (164), with 58 out the 347
compounds. The majority of these compounds (49 of 58) are of the A1B2 stoichiometry,























Figure 3.3: Frequency of spacer elements. (a) Primary spacers (the most electropositive
element in the case of multiple spacers). (b) All identified spacers, including all identified
spacers in the case of multiple spacers. Example crystal structures with (c) one (BaNi4O8),
(d) two (KMnAs), and (e) three (La4Se3O4) spacers.
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Table 3.1: Crystal system distribution (in percentage) of binary (3,440), ternary (8,939),
binary vdW layered (3,47), and ternary ionic layered (1,577) structures reported in the ICSD
(stoichiometric and ordered structures). The distribution of vdW and ionic layered structures
are expressed as percentages of binary and ternary structures in the ICSD, respectively.
While binary vdW compounds are predominantly found in trigonal structures, ternary ionic
layered compounds are found in tetragonal structures.
Crystal binary ternary binary ternary
System ICSD ICSD vdW ionic
triclinic 1.3 3.2 1.1 0.6
monoclinic 14.2 19.6 18.2 12.9
orthorhombic 23.2 27.6 18.2 24.2
tetragonal 14.8 16.4 13.0 31.7
trigonal 11.0 10.5 38.9 17.5
hexagonal 14.6 9.7 10.7 13.1
cubic 20.8 12.9 0 0
nal I4/mmm (139), with 261 compounds. The A1B2C2 stoichiometry dominates this space
group, with 179 of the 261 having this structure. The corresponding structure type for these
compounds is BaZn2P2, with Ba as the large cation spacer between the Zn2P2 layers. These
BaZn2P2 compounds are different from the A1B2C2 Zintl thermoelectrics referenced in the
introduction, which are contained in the trigonal space group P3m1 (164).[123]
Compounds of the PbClF structure type in space group P4/nmm (129) are an interesting
example of spacer to layer bonding. BaClF, shown in Figure 3.4, has layers in which the
spacer atoms are inside of the layers. The Ba atoms sit in pockets within the layer and can
bond to Cl atoms directly across in the opposite layers, creating shorter interlayer bonds
than were possible before the addition of the spacer element.
A frequent space group in both sets is the hexagonal group P63/mmc (194). The vdW
materials in this group consist almost entirely of binary analogs to graphite, such as BN.
The ionic ternary materials in this space group are almost all intercalated BN-like structures
with A1B1C1 stoichiometry, like the structure type ZrBeSi shown in Figure 3.4. For ternary
ionic layered structures in this space group which are not A1B1C1, we find known Mn+1AXn
phase materials (where M is an early transition metal, A is a group 13 or 14 element, X is
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Table 3.2: Point group distribution (in percentage) of binary vdW and ternary ionic layered.
Crystal System Point Group binary vdW ternary ionic
triclinic 1 0 0.3
1 1.1 0.4
monoclinic 2 0.8 0.5
m 0.6 0.6
2/m 16.7 12.6
orthorhombic 222 1.2 0.2
mm2 3.6 2.5
mmm 12.8 21.4




















C or N, and n = 1,2, or 3), such as Ti2AlN and Ti4AlN3.[118, 157]
The orthorhombic space group Pnma (62) represents a relatively large class of ionic
layered systems with very few vdW analogs. Most compounds in this space group exhibit
the A1B1C3 distorted perovskite structure (structure type GdFeO3), many of which are
known ferroelectrics[158, 159]. Figure 3.4 shows YFeO3, where Fe is the spacer atom. Here,
the bonds are drawn between Y-O to highlight the layering. While it is debatable as to
whether or not these perovskites should be included, we choose to leave them in because the
structural distortion leads to anisotropy (assuming that the total distortion extends beyond
a single cell). For comparison, the cubic perovskites are not identified as ionic layered. Space
group 62 is also frequent amongst vdW materials; however, the majority of these materials
are of the GeSe structure with no analog among the ionic ternary materials.
The difference in crystal structure bias between vdW and ionic groups can be seen in
Table 3.1 (and point groups in Table 3.2), where we report the crystal structure distribution
of both sets of layered materials as compared to the binary and ternary compounds in the
ICSD of which they are subsets. Binary vdW layered materials most frequently appear
as trigonal structures, whereas ternary ionic layered materials are more concentrated in
tetragonal structures. The key result from the structural comparison of vdW compounds
to ionic compounds is that the overall distribution of structures is significantly different
between the two groups, emphasizing that the ionic layered compounds are a structurally
distinct class of layered compounds.
3.3.3 Structural Links Between Ionic and vdW Materials
The comparison algorithm which matches ionic compounds to vdW analogs reveal that
out of 1,577 ternary ionic layered compounds, 686 have at least one binary vdW layered
analog. Of the 347 binary vdW layered compounds, only 209 were found to have known
ternary ionic layered derivatives. By comparing every binary vdW layered material to every
ternary ionic layered material, we found 8,551 matches. These results are shown along with
the distribution of space groups in Figure 3.4. In all cases, removing an atom preserves
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of space group distribution: (a) binary vdW layered, and (b) ternary
ionic layered. Green bars indicate the number of materials that form vdW-ionic pairs; white
bars represent those that do not form pairs. The green lines indicate the pairing between
vdW and ionic layered materials. Representative crystal structures of several space groups
are shown as insets.
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crystal symmetry. However, in two materials (AgAlS2 and LiMnSe2), removal of the spacer
atom does change the space group from P3m1 (156) to P3m1 (164).
These relationships are intriguing synthetically. In general, vdW materials provide inspi-
ration for new ionic layered materials through: (i) intercalation of known vdW compounds,
yielding potentially metastable ionic materials or (ii) the vdW materials could serve as in-
spiration for the discovery of ionic layered materials through direct ternary synthesis that
incorporates a third element to serve as the spacer and associated charge compensation
within the slab. The identified vdW-ionic layered pairs provide evidence that these struc-
tural relationships are robust upon changes in bonding and can provide synthetic guidance
for the discovery of new compounds. Equally intriguing are the ionic compounds that do not
have a known vdW analog; such structures suggest metastable vdW compounds could be
formed through de-intercalation. An example of a structure which is unique to the ionic lay-
ered ternary compounds is the La2CuO4 cuprate superconductor, shown in Figure 3.1. With
La removed, the CuO4 layers (CuO2 planes with additional O atoms above and below) that
give rise to high-temperature superconductivity[125–129] have no analog among the vdW
systems. Finally, the vdW structures that lack ionic layered pairs are particularly exciting
in terms of discovering new structure types inspired by the vdW binary base structures.
3.3.4 Elastic Anisotropy
Having demonstrated the intrinsic structural differences between ionic layered ternary
materials and vdW layered binary materials, we wish to understand the effect of aggregate
differences in elastic properties between these two material classes. To begin, we utilize the
anisotropy index, AU as a metric for overall elastic anisotropy. In Figure 3.5a we assess
agreement between the anisotropy index, AU , and the relative standard deviation of the
Young’s modulus computed in different directions. Given the strong trend between AU
and Estd/Eavg, we use AU henceforth as a metric of anisotropy. By fitting the guideline in
Figure 3.5a to a slope of one half, we find that generally Estd/Eavg ∝ A1/2U .
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We see from Figure 3.5a that AU for both ionic layered and vdW layered varies from
nearly isotropic (AU < 1) to highly anisotropic (AU > 10). On average the vdW materials
demonstrate a higher degree of anisotropy than the set of ionic layered materials. Only 17%
of the vdW binary layered materials have AU < 1, while 69% of the ionic layered materials
have AU < 1. Nevertheless, 484 ternary ionic layered materials show significant elastic
anisotropy (AU > 1).
The four example plots in Figure 3.5a show the angular dependence of the Young’s
modulus for ionic layered CaGa2P2, La2CuO4 and AgSbO3, and the well-known vdW layered
hexagonal MoS2. The more isotropic compound, CaGa2P2, with an anisotropy index of 0.02,
exhibits a nearly uniform directional Young’s modulus and an associated near-spherical polar
plot of Young’s modulus. In contrast, we find AU = 7.55 for MoS2. The resulting Young’s
modulus plot of this material shows a disk-like shape with a high degree of stiffness within
the layer (xy plane), and very low stiffness across the layers (z direction).
In Figure 3.5b, we show the ratio of the Young’s modulus along the layering direction
(i.e., the out-of-plane Eout) to the the average Young’s modulus in the plane of the layers
(Ein). As expected, materials with small AU have little difference in Eout vs Ein. However,
for systems with high AU we find little trend with Eout/Ein for both vdW and ionic materials.
On one extreme, NaBeSb and BN are weakly bonded between the layers. More surprising,
a multitude of materials are found with stiff cross-plane bonding (e.g. TlCdS2, ZrVSi). In
aggregate, we find Eout/Ein > 1 for 17.2% and 33.2% for vdW and ionic layered materi-
als, respectively. The following sections consider case examples to explore the relationship
between chemical structure, bonding, and anisotropy.
3.3.5 Case Examples: VdW-Ionic Pairs
We consider three of the ionic layered structures (NaBeSb, ZrVSi, and TlCdS2) for further
investigation. These compounds were chosen because (i) they span a relatively large range
of Eout/Ein and (ii) they are analogs to the vdW layered materials BN, SnO, and PtS2

























































Figure 3.5: (a) The relative standard deviation of Young’s modulus as a function of the
anisotropy index, AU . Polar plots of Young’s modulus of CaGa2P2, La2CuO4, MoS2, and
AgSbO3 are shown as insets. Both the radius and color in the polar plots represent the
magnitude (in GPa) of Young’s modulus in a given direction. (b) The ratio of out-of-plane
to in-plane Young’s modulus (Eout/Ein) vs. AU . Ternary ionic layered materials are shown
in blue while binary vdW layered materials in orange.
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shown in Figure 3.6. The elastic anisotropy in these and any other considered material can
be understood in terms of the directions along which the axial deformations directly affect
the length of chemical bonds (stiff), angles between chemical bonds (less stiff) or imply rigid



















Figure 3.6: Case examples of layered materials that form vdW-ionic pairs. For each material,
the crystal structure and polar plot of Young’s modulus is shown. (a-b) BN, NaBeSb, (c-d)
SnO, ZrVSi, and (e-f) PtS2, TlCdS2. Both the radius and color in the polar plots represent
the magnitude (in GPa) of Young’s modulus in a given direction.
Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is known for its relatively strong in-plane B-N chemical
bonds leading to a pronounced anisotropy in the Young’s modulus. The corresponding polar
plot is an extremely thin disk, reflecting the large difference between the intralayer and the
interlayer bonding (Eout/Ein of 0.04) as well as in-plane isotropy of the honeycomb lattice.
The ternary ionic layered analog, NaBeSb (KZnAs structure type, shown below BN), contains
hexagonal sheets of BeSb separated by Na ion spacers. As we see with the Young’s modulus
plot, there is little difference in the qualitative nature of the angular dependence. However,
the ionic bonding between layers leads to significant increase in Eout/Ein to 0.3. Considering
all compounds of the KZnAs structure type, we find a Eout/Ein range of 0.3 to 2.1 (NaBeSb
to LaPdSb). This illustrates an important feature of the ionic layered materials: that they
can allow significant chemical tuning of the in-plane vs out-of-plane elastic anisotropy, which
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is more difficult to achieve in vdW systems.
For the next case example, we investigate tetragonal ZrVSi (ZrSSi structure type) and
its vdW pair SnO to consider the impact of in-plane bonding on elastic properties. Here,
the slab is built from planar, square nets of O or V, decorated above and below by Sn and
Si, respectively. For SnO, compression in-plane along the O-O nearest neighbor directions
yields Coulombic repulsion between the oxygen anions as the bond length shrinks, yielding
directions of maximum stiffness. In contrast, compression along diagonals predominately
changes bond angles between Sn-O rather than bond lengths and results in a far softer
elastic response. Similar behavior in-plane is seen for ZrVSi; however, the stronger out-of-
plane bonding between the layers in ZrVSi causes the Young’s modulus to approach the
in-plane values, unlike in the analogous vdW system.
In the TlCdS2-PtS2 pairing, both materials have in-plane elastic behavior which reflect
the bonding angles between the transition metal, Cd or Pt, and sulfur. The directions of
maximum stiffness for PtS2 lie along these six directions, since compression along any of
these directions changes the Pt-S bond length. This same in-plane pattern can be seen in
TlCd2; however, Tl is also 6-fold bonded to sulfur, leading to strong interlayer bonding. In
this case, the out-of-plane Young’s modulus is significantly stronger than the in-plane values,
yielding an unusual layered material which is much stiffer across the layers than in the plane
of the layers.
3.3.6 Case Examples: Structures Without Pairs
To highlight the diversity of anisotropic elasticity in layered materials, we consider several
additional case examples. Figure 3.7 shows one vdW material (As2O4) and three ionic
materials (NaBPt3, RbV3O8 and AuCr3O8) which are unique layered materials without
analog in the other set. The main features of the directional behavior of Young’s modulus
in these materials indicate complex and counterintuitive elastic anisotropy.
We start by choosing a highly corrugated vdW layered binary, As2O4. This material ex-














Figure 3.7: Case examples of layered materials that do not have the corresponding vdW or
ionic pairs. For each material, the crystal structure and polar plot of Young’s modulus is
shown. Examples of binary vdW layered (a) As2O4, and ternary ionic layered (b-d) NaBPt3,
RbV3O8, and AuCr3O8, are shown. Both the radius and color in the polar plots represent
the magnitude (in GPa) of Young’s modulus in a given direction.
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value. However, the direction of high stiffness is perpendicular to the layering direction,
along the ridges of the corrugations. This Young’s modulus plot has very low values both
across the layers, as expected, but also across the corrugations.
NaBPt3 also exhibits a “needle”-like polar Young’s modulus plot. In this case, the di-
rection of maximum stiffness is perpendicular to the plane of the layers, which is due to
the spacer-spacer (Na-Na) bonds that exist both between the layers and within the layers.
Namely, in this structure the chains of Na atoms pass through the hexagonal holes in the
BPt3 layers, creating quasi-1D chains of Na passing through the BPt3 layers.
In the RbV3O8 and AuCr3O8 the more complex layer structures in combination with
significant spacer-layer interactions lead to very complex and unique directional behavior of
their Young’s moduli. In the Young’s modulus plots for both RbV3O8 and AuCr3O8, we see
an out-of-plane crest directed along an angle corresponding to the bonding angle between
the spacer element and oxygen. The in-plane elastic behavior is highly anisotropic for both
materials. In RbV3O8, the layers are corrugated sheets, leading to a stiff direction along
the ridge of the corrugations and a soft direction across the corrugations. In AuCr3O8, the
Cr3O8, the layers are formed from very loosely bound octrahedra and tetrahedra, leading to
extremely soft in-plane elasticity.
3.4 Conclusions
In this work, we have significantly expanded the set of identified layered materials through
the addition of the ternary ionic layered compounds. Additionally, we have structurally
matched ternary ionic layered materials to their binary vdW pairs. Where links exist, chem-
ical tuning of the spacer element can be lead to the desired elastic anisotropy. The absence
of a link presents opportunities for exploration of new materials obtained by insertion or re-
moval of spacer elements in vdW and ionic layered materials, respectively. Our calculations
reveal a diverse range of elastic anisotropy in both vdW and ionic layered materials. We show
that the majority of ionic layered materials are elastically more isotropic than vdW layered
materials. Nevertheless, a large population of ternary ionic layered materials exhibit highly
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anisotropic elastic properties, which make them interesting candidates for thermoelectric
and superconducting applications. Further analysis of the elastic properties, in conjunc-
tion with the structural and chemical features, using techniques such as machine learning
will likely throw light on the fundamental driving factors for anisotropy in these classes of
layered materials. This work lays the foundation for further exploration of anisotropy in
application-relevant properties such as thermal conductivity and carrier mobilities.
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CHAPTER 4
RAPID PREDICTION OF ANISOTROPIC LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:
APPLICATION TO LAYERED MATERIALS
Reproduced with permission from
Rapid Prediction of Anisotropic Lattice Thermal Conductivity:
Application to Layered Materials
Robert McKinney1, Prashun Gorai2, Eric S. Toberer3, and Vladan Stevanović4
Chemistry of Materials 2019 31 (6), 2048-2057
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society
Abstract: Thermal conductivity plays a crucial role in many applications; use of single-
crystal and textured polycrystalline materials in such applications necessitate understanding
the anisotropy in thermal transport. Measurement of anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity
κL(θ, φ) is quite challenging. To address this need through computations, we build upon
our previously developed isotropic model for κL and incorporate the directional (angular)
dependence by using the elastic tensor obtained from ab initio calculations and the Christoffel
equations for speed of sound. With the anisotropic speed of sound and intrinsic material
properties as input parameters, we can predict the direction-dependent κL(θ, φ). We validate
this new model by comparing with experimental data from the literature – predicted κL is
within an average factor difference of 1.8 of experimental measurements, spanning 5 orders of
magnitude in κL. To demonstrate the utility and computational-tractability of this model,
we calculate κL(θ, φ) of ∼2200 layered materials that are expected to exhibit anistropic
thermal transport. We consider both van der Waals and ionic layered structures with binary
1Primary researcher and author, graduate student, physics, Colorado School of Mines
2Research faculty, metallurgical and materials engineering, Colorado School of Mines
3associate professor, physics, Colorado School of Mines
4Corresponding author, assistant professor, metallurgical and materials engineering, Colorado School of
Mines
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and ternary chemistries and analyze the anisotropy in their κL. The large-scale study has
revealed many layered structures with interesting anisotropy in κL.
4.1 Introduction
In applications such as thermoelectrics and power electronics, the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity (κL) plays a critical role in the material’s performance.[8, 23, 46, 132, 160–163] While
materials with high thermal conductivity are desirable for power electronic and solid-state
lighting, low thermal conductivity materials are attractive for thermoelectrics and thermal
barrier coatings. Methods to both enhance and suppress thermal conductivity of mate-
rials have been extensively explored.[164–166] Examples include single-crystal growth[167]
and synthesis of low-dimensional structures[168] for high thermal conductivity, and nano-
structuring[169] and alloying[170] for low thermal conductivity.
In the computationally-driven searches for novel materials with high or low thermal con-
ductivity, calculations typically fall within one of the two approaches: (1) direct ab initio
calculations of phonon-phonon scattering rates and associated relaxation times followed by
solving the Boltzmann transport equation for phonons[171–174], or (2) high-throughput
computations which utilize semi-empirical or statistical-learning models.[5, 165] Ab initio
calculations of thermal conductivity which go beyond the relaxation time approximation
must account for all sources of phonon scattering in order to solve the Boltzmann transport
equation for phonons.[17, 18, 27, 48, 175–178] Historically, the complexity of such calcula-
tions has limited computations to only a handful of materials at a time. While computational
efficiency has improved to the point where such methods can now be applied to larger num-
ber of materials, the prediction accuracy is still on the order of 50%.[160, 165] In contrast,
high-throughput methods reduce computational complexity by utilizing experimental data
and employing assumptions about scattering to rapidly screen large databases of materials
for desired properties. [5, 7–9, 14, 23, 160, 165, 179] A common tool in high-throughut
computation, semi-empirical models maintain overall physical relationships while using ex-
perimental data to find best fit solutions. The advantage of semi-empirical models is that
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they can often achieve near the same level of accuracy as ab initio models at a fraction of
the computational cost, making them more suitable to high-throughput screening.[23]
The materials science community has been increasingly interested in single-crystal and
textured polycrystalline materials with anisotropic transport. For instance, in thermo-
electrics, even though materials are typically synthesized as bulk polycrystalline samples
(where transport anisotropy is averaged out), anisotropy in grain orientations and in elec-
tronic and phonon transport has been shown to enhance thermoelectric performance.[24, 27,
45, 169] Moreover, materials that are inherently anisotropic, such as 2D materials created by
exfoliation of bulk layered materials, have demonstrated remarkable properties and utility
in thin-film applications.[70–73, 107, 115, 118, 180]
Many compounds, particularly those with layered structures, are known to exhibit large
anisotropy in thermal conductivity e.g., in-plane vs. out-of-place for layered structures.[167,
178, 181–194] Transition metal dichalcogenides such as MoS2 and WS2 have in-plane and
out-of-plane κL that differ by more than an order of magnitude.[194, 195] SnSe, one of the
highest zT thermoelectric materials, has an extremly low overall thermal conductivity, but
due to the layered structure exhibits κL ∼1.5x lower in the out-of-plane direction compared to
in-plane.[48, 49, 196] We show experimentally measured values of anisotropic lattice thermal
conductivity from the literature in Fig.Figure 4.1, which highlights the range of κL anisotropy
in materials .[167, 178, 181–194]
The data in Figure 4.1 emphasize the need to consider anisotropy in a lattice thermal
conductivity model to properly account for directional variation of κL in materials like MoS2,
WS2, and graphite.[193, 197] Direct calculation of anisotropic κL is possible with ab initio
methods for computing phonon-phonon scattering relaxation times.[191, 198] However, such
methods are not amenable to high-throughput computation of large material sets. There ex-
ists a need for a simple, computationally-tractable model to predict the direction-dependent
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Figure 4.1: A compilation of measured[167, 181–193] and calculated (As2Se3, BiCuOSe)[178,
194] anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity (κL) from the literature. The ratio of maximum
to minimum κL in single crystals is plotted against the measured value in polycrystalline
samples to demonstrate the large anistropy in κL of certain materials.
We have previously developed a semi-empirical, isotropic model for κL;[23] the predic-
tive power of this model is at par with accurate but computationally-expensive ab initio
methods.[160] While still useful, the isotropic, semi-empirical model does not provide the de-
tailed direction-dependent κL that is needed to understand thermal transport in anisotropic
materials. Herein, we expand upon this semi-empirical model to incorporate anistropy.
By replacing the isotropic estimation of the speed of sound in the prior model with a
directionally-variant speed of sound vs(θ, φ), we predict the direction-dependent κL(θ, φ).
We determine vs(θ, φ) from the elastic stiffness tensor (Cij) by utilizing the Christoffel
equations[144, 198–201] – a set of equations for computing the longitudinal and the two
transverse-mode speeds of sound along any unit vector. The elastic tensor can be straight-
forwardly calculated with first-principles DFT methods. While the computational expense
to evaluate the new direction-dependent model is only moderately higher compared to the
previous isotropic model, it is still significantly lower than direct ab initio models.
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We have validated the new model for κL(θ, φ) by comparing the predicted values to
experimental measurements; the model predicts κL within an average factor difference of 1.8
across 4-5 orders of magnitude. Using this model, we predict the directionally-dependent κL
of 2261 layered materials, including van der Waals and ionic layered structures, which we
had previously identified in another study.[8, 50, 133] We show that vdW layered materials
are generally more anisotropic than ionic layered materials due to their structural differences
in inter-layer bonding. We investigate several case examples in to understand the driving
factors that govern the magnitude and anisotropy of phonon transport in these materials.
4.2 Lattice Thermal Conductivity Models
For high-throughput prediction of κL, we have previously developed and iterated upon a
simple model that approximates phonon scattering and speed of sound and which reproduces
measured values of κL to within a factor of two.[9, 16, 23] This model was based on the quasi-
classical, Boltzmann Transport theory for phonons, which results in the following expression






Cv (ω) vg (ω)
2 τ (ω) dω (4.1)
4.2.1 Prior work: direction-agnostic κL model
Our previous model treats acoustic and optical phonon contributions separately since
there is a fundamental difference in group velocity between the two. The acoustic phonon
contribution to κL is calculated using the Callaway model by assuming the high temperature
limit for the Debye heat capacity, Umklapp scattering as the dominant scattering mechanism,
and approximating the group velocity with the speed of sound. The integration is carried
out to a maximum frequency, ωa = ωD/N
1/3.[16, 23, 24] In complex materials with many
atoms per cell, most of the heat is carried in the optical phonons. The lower bound to
heat transported by optical phonons can be found by assuming a glass-like relaxation time,
τglass = π/ω, and integrating the Callaway model from a minimum frequency, ωD/N
1/3, again
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assuming the high temperature limit to the heat capacity.[16] Combining the acoustic and
optical phonon contributions yields a semi-empirical model for κL which combines quantities
that can be obtained from density functional theory (DFT) with parameters fit to yield the




















The prefactor A1 and the exponents x, y, and z were fit using experimental data, and
have the values: A1 = 0.00269, x = 1.04778, y = 4.43483, z = 0.33485.[23] M is the average
atomic mass, vs is the speed of sound, V is the average volume per atom, γ is the Grüneisen
parameter, and n is the number of atoms in the primitive cell. All of the parameters,
except for speed of sound and Grüneisen parameter, are easily obtained from structural
data associated with the compound. The isotropic speed of sound is approximated from the




. The bulk modulus can be calculated using the
Birch-Murnaghan equation of state[26] fitted to the energy-volume dependence computed
using DFT or some other total energy method.[9] Miller et al. found a semi-empirical
relation for the Grüneisen parameter which depends on the average coordination number
per atom (CN) within a material, suggesting that as the atoms become more coordinated
the anharmonicity of the material increases, Eq. 4.3.[23] The Grüneisen fit parameters
(γ0 = 7.33688, a = 0.05868, and CN0 = 2.13647) were found by fitting measured Grüneisen
parameters to calculate average coordination numbers. We leave this equation unaltered








The previous model of κL has been shown to have an average factor difference less than
2 across four orders of magnitude and has proven highly amenable to the high-throughput
search for directionally-agnostic κL.[8, 9, 23]
4.2.2 Direction-dependent speed of sound
In order to describe the lattice thermal conductivity of anisotropic materials and account
for the directional dependence of κL, we modify our previous model by replacing the isotropic
speed of sound with an anisotropic quantity. We choose to replace only the speed of sound
for three reasons: (a) since the exponent on the speed of sound term is 4.43 in the acoustic
component, small variations in the the absolute value will be magnified more than any other
component (b) the components M , V , and n do not have a directional component (c) while γ
can be anisotropic, the range of values is fairly restricted[23] when compared to the possible
range of speed of sound and the exponent is much smaller than the speed of sound exponent
in the acoustic term.
A direction-dependent speed of sound can be calculated from the elastic tensor, C, using






∣ = 0 (4.4)
Here ρ is the density of the material, v(~n) is the magnitude of the speed of sound for a par-
ticular mode along the unit vector ~n, Cijkl is a component of the rank-4 elastic tensor, and nk
and nl are components of the unit vector corresponding to the direction of propagation.[206]
In this equation the eigenvalues are the squares of the three values of speed of sound and the
corresponding eigenvectors are the three polarizations: one longitudinal and two transverse.
Given the elastic tensor and the density of a material, we can calculate the three modes
of speed of sound for every direction by varying the propagation vector and re-solving Eq.
4.4. We demonstrate this in Figure 4.2 for three test materials: Bi2Te3, MoS2, and AlN. In






















Figure 4.2: Polar plots of the calculated longitudinal (vL) and two transverse-mode (vT1, vT2)
speeds of sound for (a) Bi2Te3, (b) MoS2, and (c) AlN. The radius and color both represent
the value of v in km/s. The minimum and maximum v for each material is labelled next to
the colorbar.
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angles: vL(θ, φ), vT1(θ, φ), vT2(θ, φ). The color and radius of each plot correspond to the
magnitude along a particular lattice vector. Speeds of sound in these plots are calculated
using experimental values of the room temperature elastic tensor components (Cij) and
densities taken from literature.[207–209]
The speed of sound varies depending on the anisotropy of the crystal structure. Bi2Te3,
a well-known thermoelectric which is vdW layered, shows peaks in the longitudinal mode
along the directions corresponding to the stretching of chemical bonds, which are expected
to be directions of high stiffness, Figure 4.2a. MoS2, a hexagonal vdW layered structure,
has a longitudinal mode that varies by nearly a factor of 4 between waves directed within
the plane of the layers and waves directed across the layers, Figure 4.2b. The hexagonal
lattice leads to invariant in-plane speed of sound in all three modes. In the wurtzite AlN,
the polar plots are nearly spherical, Figure 4.2c. There is a slight distortion along the c-axis
in the longitudinal mode which corresponds to the direction of maximum stiffness where
bonds align and bond lengths are stretched and compressed rather than rotated. In all
three structures, the two transverse modes have magnitudes which are nearly a factor of two
smaller than the longitudinal mode.
4.2.3 Direction-dependent κL model
Given the angular speed of sound, we can now calculate the angular lattice thermal
conductivity by replacing the isotropic speed of sound in the original model (Eq. 4.2) without
changing other parameters to preserve the accuracy of the isotropic magnitude while allowing
the directional value to vary with the speed of sound. Since each mode contributes separately
to the total lattice thermal conductivity, κL(θ, φ) is computed as an average of the three
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κLtot(θ,φ) = κLac(θ,φ) + κLop(θ,φ) (4.5)
The only other change that we make to the model is to put a floor on the calculated
Grüneisen parameter (Eq. 4.3) of 0.5. The reason for this is that the semi-empirical model
for the Grüneisen parameter was created using experimental Grüneisen data which ranged
from 0.5 to 2.0, with corresponding average CN ranging from 3 to 6.[23] The model is known
to underestimate Grüneisen parameter for low coordination numbers, which occur frequently
among highly anisotropic vdW layered compounds where average CN is less than 3. Using
the same Grüneisen model for such low coordination numbers can lead to unphysical results
such as Grüneisen parameters very close to zero, resulting in nearly harmonic systems, or
negative, which is unphysical. Since the semi-empirical Grüneisen model has proven useful as
a feature in the previous model by differentiating systems of similar density and volume which
had different levels of average coordination, we wished to leave Eq. 4.3 mostly unchanged.
Rather than re-fitting the model for all materials, applying a lower-bound to systems with
very low average coordination was the more appropriate choice. Since measured values of the
Grüneisen parameter fall within the range of 0.5 to 2.0 (the Grüneisen parameter for graphite
is near 0.9),[210] our choice of lower bound is justifiable. By using a hard lower bound for the
Grüneisen parameter, the calculated κL for any material where this correction is necessary
will be reduced due to the γ−2 dependence. We expect that this will affect the prediction of
vdW-layered materials with very low coordination numbers and subsequently high in-plane
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of modeled κL to experimental values. Each material is denoted by
a pair of markers, representing the minimum and maximum κL, connected by a blue line.
The boundary of the grey shaded region represents a factor of 2 error in prediction. Overall,
the average factor difference between predicted and experimental κL is ∼1.8. Orange-filled
points correspond to vdW-layered materials.
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4.2.4 Validation of anisotropic model
While anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity is not a common measurement, experi-
mental data for various compounds exists in literature.[167, 181–193] In order to compare
our anisotropic model to experimental values we calculate the directional κL along reported
directions (a, b, or c) to judge the validity of this approach. The volume, average mass per
atom, number of atoms per cell, and average coordination number can be found from the re-
ported structures within the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD).[77] Elastic tensors
are calculated from the stress-strain relationship with density functional theory (see Meth-
ods section). For those test compounds which were vdW-layered, we used vdW-corrected
functionals in the DFT calculation (denoted in the supplemental information). In keeping
with the fitting of the old (isotropic) model, which uses room temperature κL data, our new
(direction-informed) model also uses room temperature experimental anisotropic κL values.
The most striking result is that all of the connecting lines between κL,max and κL,min
in Figure 4.3 accurately capture the variation. The average error in the slopes on the
log plot is a factor difference of 1.5 from unity. This confirms that our model accurately
captures the directional variation in κL and that the thermal transport of materials with
κL,max/κL,min > 1.5 can be accurately classified as anisotropic rather than isotropic. The
second key result is that by only replacing the isotropic speed of sound with an anisotropic
value, we are still able to accurately reproduce experimental values from literature within an
average factor difference of 1.8. The largest factor difference that we found within the test
materials was the in-plane (x and y) value of graphite with an over-predicted value which
is nearly a factor of 4 greater than experimental values. It should be noted though, that
while the experimental in-plane value of graphite is on the order of 2000 W/mK, theoretical
values for single crystal graphite have been reported well above 10,000 W/mK.[197] The
smallest error was in the out-of-plane (z) value of SnSe2 with a factor difference of 1.05.
This anisotropic model works across four orders of magnitude and, importantly, correctly
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Figure 4.4: Polar plots of calculated κL of (a) Bi2Te3, (b) MoS2, and (c) AlN. The radius
and color both represent the value of κL in W/mK. The minimum and maximum κL for each
material is labelled next to the colorbar.
In Figure 4.4, we show the lattice thermal conductivity in all directions for the three test
materials from Figure 4.2. What is immediately apparent when comparing Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.4 is that the longitudinal mode dominates the lattice thermal conductivity. This
occurs because the longitudinal mode has a higher magnitude than the transverse modes,
which is then enhanced in the lattice thermal conductivity due to the exponent, y, on the
acoustic component. The dominating features in the longitudinal mode of the speed of sound
plots are exaggerated in the plots of κL, showing that thermal transport occurs best along
directions corresponding to stretching of bond lengths. This point is also highlighted when
comparing different materials. The difference in vL between Bi2Te3 and AlN is only about a
factor 3, but this translates to over two orders of magnitude of difference in κL.
4.3 Application to Layered Materials
An anisotropic model for lattice thermal conductivity is of little use for materials which
are known to be isotropic, such as cubic systems. The novelty of our model is best realized
in materials which are likely to demonstrate anisotropic transport by breaking 3D symme-
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try. We have previously demonstrated that vdW and ionic layered materials demonstrate
anisotropic elastic behavior.[50]
Here, we show the diversity of thermal transport within this group of materials. This set
of layered materials is composed of binary and ternary vdW layered (302 and 364 compounds,
respectively) and ternary ionic layered materials (1595 compounds) which we have previously
identified.[8, 50, 133] The two classes of layered materials are differentiated by the nature
of the interlayer bonding. In vdW layered materials, the layers are weakly held together
by van der Waals bonding, leading to large separations between layers. The layers can,
however, be corrugated in ways which lead to highly non-planar separations between the
layers. Such corrugations can lead to nearly isotropic elastic behavior by either reducing the
intralayer elastic response by limiting the transmission of longitudinal phonons or enhancing
the interlayer coupling due to increased surface area.[50] Ionic layered materials are defined
by layers which are bound by either ionic or covalent bonds through a single “spacer” element.
Ternary ionic layered materials consist of binary layers with the third element acting as the
interlayer spacer. Such materials can be identified by first removing the spacer element and
utilizing an algorithm for identifying of vdW layered materials on the resulting pseudobinary
material.[8] Ionic layered materials occur most frequently when a large cation such as Ba or
La sits between the binary layers; however, there are numerous examples in which anions such
as oxygen can also act as spacer elements, typically leading to stronger interlayer bonding.[50]
VdW and ionic layered materials can demonstrate a high degree of elastic anisotropy and the
layering direction is not necessarily a predictor of the directional variance of elastic properties,
leading to diverse and unexpected directional elastic behavior.[50] Since the lattice thermal
conductivity stems in large part from elastic properties, it is also reasonable to assume






























































Figure 4.5: (a) Range of anisotropic κL from minimum to maximum values vs. isotropic
κL for ionic (blue) and vdW (orange) layered compounds. (b) Zoomed-in on lower isotropic
values of κL. Case examples shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 are highlighted in black.
Outer Dashed lines indicate a factor of 3 difference from the calculated isotropic value. Inner
dashed lines represent a factor of 1.5 between κL,min and κL,max
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4.3.1 Trends in the directional dependence of κL
In Figure 4.5 we show the extent of the anisotropy in κL for both sets of layered com-
pounds. In the figure, we plot the range of the anisotropic values (vertical line from min to
max) against the isotropic value of κL for ionic (blue) and vdW (orange) layered materials.
The two outer guidelines represent a factor of 3 difference from the isotropic value on either
side. The inner guidelines represent a total factor of 1.5 between κL,min and κL,max, which
is the limit of the model’s ability to distinguish between isotropic and anisotropic. In this
figure, we see that larger ranges from κL,min to κL,max are possible at higher isotropic values
(Figure 4.5a). The average of the ratio κL,max/κL,min for the entire set of materials is 3.42.
Looking at only those materials in the top 10% of κL,iso, however, the average κL,max/κL,min
jumps to 11.89, over an order of magnitude of variation. For the lowest 10% the average
κL,max/κL,min is only 1.50, which is nearly within the error our model’s predictive ability and
therefore nearly indistinguishable from isotropic. The narrowing of the the range between
κL,min and κL,max indicates that materials with low overall κL are approaching the amor-
phous limit (Figure 4.5b), which is the lowest value that κL can take for any material and is
by definition isotropic.[5, 9, 211]
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of anisotropy in κL for vdW (orange) and ionic (blue) layered mate-
rials. With the model accuracy, materials with κL,max/κL,min < 1.5 are essentially isotropic.
Ionic layered materials exhibit a much lower degree of anisotropy in κL than vdW layered
materials, with over 60% falling into the isotropic region.
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Over the whole range, vdW layered materials tend to demonstrate a larger directional
variability in κL than ionic layered materials. In Figure 4.6 we plot the distribution of the
anisotropy in κL for both sets of materials. We consider any material with κL,max/κL,min <
1.5 to be nearly isotropic since the average error in the slope of our model was 1.5. Over
60% of the the ionic layered materials meet this criteria, compared to less than 20% of
the vdW layered materials. Of the 666 vdW layered compounds, 299 (45%) have a ratio
of κL,max/κL,min > 3, with an overall average of κL,max/κL,min equal to 7.60. With ionic
layered compounds, only 85 of 1595 (5.3%) have κL,max/κL,min > 3, with an overall average
κL,max/κL,min of 1.68. The fact that ionic layered materials have lower κL anisotropy is
consistent with the difference in the bonding anisotropy of these two sets, i.e. layers in
ionic layered materials are more tightly bound than vdW layered materials and therefore do
not tend to demonstrate large differences between intralayer and interlayer bonding.[50, 108,
119, 123]
4.3.2 Layered materials with low κL
For very low values of κL (Figure 4.5b), we find that ionic layered materials produce the
lowest values, but that they are nearly isotropic (examples shown in Figure 4.7a-c). In con-
trast, anisotropic materials which have very low minimum values are typically vdW layered
materials (examples in Figure 4.7d-f). A common feature to the materials in Figure 4.7a-c
is that the layers are either highly corrugated, leading to very low variation of κL between
in-plane and out-of-plane directions. Figure 4.7a-b, CsAu3Se2 and RbAg3Te2, are examples
of ionic layered materials with large cation spacer elements binding together the corrugated
layers. Figure 4.7c shows Tl2Au4S3, which is actually corrugated along two different in plane
directions. Tl2Au4S3 could be classified either as vdW layered because the Au-S bonds are
significantly shorter than the Tl-S bonds or as ionic layered with Tl acting as the spacer
element. Layered materials with such isotropic transport are often where we find ambiguity
in classification.[50]
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Table 4.1: Top: Semiconductors with the lowest κL,min. Materials are sorted by increas-
ing κL,min. Bottom: Semiconductor materials with κL,min<1 W/mK which demonstrate
large anisotropy in κL. Materials are sorted by decreasing κL,max/κL,min. (
∗hypothetical
structures). Eg in eV and κL in W/mK.
compound type Eg κL,iso κL,min κL,max κL,max/κL,min
Cs2Hg3I8 ionic 1.8 0.30 0.25 0.35 1.39
CsAu3S2 ionic 2.7 0.33 0.31 0.35 1.13
CsAu3Se2 ionic 2.6 0.32 0.31 0.36 1.16
RbAu3Se2 ionic 2.2 0.35 0.34 0.38 1.11
Cs2Pt3Se4 ionic 1.7 0.52 0.36 0.69 1.91
CsAu6S5
∗ ionic 2.7 0.40 0.39 0.45 1.14
Cs2Pt3S4 ionic 2.1 0.58 0.41 0.84 2.07
Cs2Pd3Se4 ionic 1.4 0.55 0.41 0.73 1.78
Tl4SnS3 ionic 1.0 0.49 0.42 0.55 1.32
CsAg2I3 ionic 2.5 0.45 0.42 0.52 1.23
PbS∗ vdW 0.8 1.77 0.57 8.72 15.40
PbO vdW 1.3 1.75 0.99 9.13 9.17
ZrNI vdW 1.2 2.25 0.90 6.87 7.59
TaTe4I vdW 0.4 1.03 0.72 3.50 4.84
ZrNBr vdW 1.5 1.85 0.97 4.16 4.27
HfNCl vdW 2.3 1.60 0.85 3.51 4.11
HfNBr vdW 1.9 1.43 0.77 3.14 4.06
HfNI vdW 1.0 1.39 0.77 2.96 3.84
ZrI2 vdW 0.2 1.30 0.76 2.81 3.70
































Figure 4.7: Case examples of layered materials with low minimum κL, ranging from nearly
isotropic (a)-(c), to very anisotropic (d)-(f). For each material, the polar plot of κL is shown.
The radius and color both represent the value of κL in W/mK. The minimum and maximum
κL for each material is labelled next to the colorbar.
In Figure 4.7d-f, we show three examples of layered materials with low κL,min which also
demonstrate a large amount of anisotropy within κL. In Figure 4.7d we show a very unique
vdW layered material, AuBr, which is a layered structure in which the layers are built from
isolated and interwoven quasi-1D chains. The chains in each layer sit perpendicular to the
chains in the neighboring layers, which is what allows this material to be classified as a
quasi-2D structure since there is only one dividing plane. Because each layer is built from
corrugated 1d chains, the in-plane κL is extremely low, 0.53 W/mK. The out-of plane κL
is actually the maximum in this example because the interlayer elastic coupling between
crossed 1d chains is greater than the coupling between aligned chains within the same layer.
Figure 4.7e-f show two more typical examples (HfNBr and PbO) of vdW layered materials
in which the out-of-plane κL is very low due to the weak vdW bonding.
In the top half of Table 4.1, we list the ten semiconductor materials with the lowest
κL,min. Two things are immediately apparent from this list. The first is that the layered
materials with lowest κL,min are all very nearly isotropic, as evidenced by the last column of
Table 4.1. This again confirms our understanding that as 3D bulk materials approach the
lowest limit of κL (i.e. the amorphous limit), they tend to become more isotropic in their
thermal transport, coinciding with the fact that an amorphous material must inherently
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be isotropic. The second feature that is apparent is the similar chemistry among layered
materials with the lowest κL,min. These are all ionic layered materials and nearly all (except
for Tl4SnS3) has a heavy, highly electropositive cation from group 1 (Cs or Rb), a heavy
d-block metal from groups 10-12 (Hg, Au, Pt, Pd), and a similarly electronegative anion (S,
Se, I). Of the known materials,[212–218] we find materials known for applications such as
nonlinear optics (Cs2Hg3I8),[212] optoelectronics (Tl4SnS3),[217] and superionic conductors
(CsAg2I3).[218]
In the lower half of Table 4.1 we list ten semiconducting materials with κL,min< 1
W/mK which also have anisotropic κL. These materials are all vdW layered materials
where κL,min lies in the out-of-plane direction. Apart from PbO[219] and a hypothetical
version of PbS, all of the other materials listed are known halogen-containing materials.
Five of these compounds are metal-nitride-halides,[220] two are telluride-iodides (TaTe4I
and Ta3TeI7)[221, 222], and one is a binary metal iodide (ZrI2).[223] These anisotropic ma-
terials would be interesting candidates for anisotropic thermoelectrics if the out-of-plane
mobility, either electron or hole, is reasonably large.
4.3.3 Layered materials with high κL,max
For high thermal conductivity, we focus on materials which have a maximum κL larger
than 50 W/mK, where we find a total of 57 layered materials, 20 of which are ionic layered
and the other 37 are vdW layered. Of the compounds with κL,max > 50 W/mK, 32 of the
57 have κL,max/κL,min > 5, yet 12 have κL,max/κL,min < 2, confirming that not all layered
materials with high κL are highly anisotropic. In Figure 4.8a-d, we highlight several case
examples of materials with high thermal conductivity to illustrate the various mechanisms
by which high maximum κL can manifest.
Figure 4.8a shows hexagonal BN, one of the most common examples of a vdW layered
structure.[50, 70, 114, 164, 225–229] The extremely high in-plane κL,max is consistent with
the order of magnitude of prior predicted values for hexagonal BN, which has been shown
































Figure 4.8: Case examples of layered materials with high maximum κL. For each material,
the polar plots of speeds of sound (longitudinal and transverse) are shown in addition to the
polar plot of κL (B2AsP is a hypothetical material).[224] For each polar plot, the radius and
color both represent the value of the parameter. The minimum and maximum values of the
parameter are labelled next to the colorbars.
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layered compounds B2AsP (theoretical)[224] and MgBe2N2 (Figure 4.8b-c) demonstrate high,
nearly isotropic values for κL, which stems from the tighter bonding inherent in this class
of material. Fig. Figure 4.8d shows a unique vdW layered ternary material, TaOI2, which
exhibits quasi-1D thermal transport despite being a quasi-2D structure. The 1D transport
stems from the asymmetry in the intralayer bonding.
Table 4.2: Candidate semiconductor materials for single-crystal high thermal transport ap-
plications with high κL,max and Eg >1 eV. Compounds are sorted by decreasing κL,max,
expressed in W/mK.
compound layer Eg κL,iso κL,min κL,max κL,max/κL,min
BNhex vdW 4.2 399.9 5.8 5140.6 880.1
SnF4 vdW 3.1 25.9 6.4 158.3 24.6
HfO2 vdW 4.6 56.4 44.7 153.0 3.4
ZnSiO3
∗ vdW 3.9 52.7 40.4 114.4 2.8
MgBe2N2 ionic 4.1 77.2 69.7 92.9 1.3
PbF4 vdW 1.9 11.7 3.2 81.2 25.7
BiB3O6 ionic 3.9 7.6 4.5 76.6 17.1
Ba2ZrO4 ionic 3.0 50.8 45.3 68.1 1.5
LiAlO2 ionic 6.1 33.5 23.3 65.0 2.8
WS2 vdW 1.2 13.5 2.2 63.9 28.6
Materials with high κL can potentially be candidates for power electronics. Apart from
high thermal conductivity, power electronics require large bandgaps above all else.[231, 232]
In Table 4.2 we list the the top ten materials with high κL,max and with DFT-calculated
bandgaps greater than 1 eV. Standard DFT calculations are known to underestimate the
bandgaps of many semiconductors,[233] which is why we choose to set the cutoff at 1 eV. Of
the candidate materials listed, half have a variation in κL greater than an order of magnitude.
These highly anisotropic candidates include two well known materials (hexagonal BN and
the transition metal dichalcogenide WS2),[234] two vdW layered binary fluorides (SnF4 and
PbF4),[235] and the ionic layered oxide BiB3O6 (a known non-linear optical material).[236]
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Apart from BN, all of these anisotropic materials have isotropic values less than 30 W/mK,
meaning that they would only be appealing candidates for high thermal conductivity applica-
tions in which anisotropy is taken into account. Among the more isotropic compounds with
high κL, we find HfO2 (used in high-speed bipolar switching),[237] a hypothetical layered
ZnSiO3, the nitridoberyllate MgBe2N2,[238] the ionic layered compound Ba2ZrO4[239], and
a high pressure phase of LiAlO2.[240] These layered materials with high κL and low thermal
anisotropy would be interesting candidates for power electronics applications as bulk 3D
crystals.
4.4 Conclusion
In this work, we have developed a new semi-empirical model to predict the direction-
dependent κL. The new model, which is an extension of our prior isotropic κL model,
maintains the computationally-tractability of its predecessor without sacrificing prediction
accuracy. This model can, therefore, be utilized for rapid prediction of anisotropic κL in
high-throughput searches. The robustness of the model can be gauged from the fact that it
performs well for both materials with isotropic κL as well as those with highly-anisotropic
κL. We have demonstrated the utility and computationally-tractability of the model in a
large-scale study of the κL anisotropy of 2200 layered materials. Our findings challenge
the perceived notion that layered materials generally exhibit highly anistropic properties.
Surprisingly, we find many vdW and ionic layered materials with nearly isotropic κL. Ad-
ditionally, we have also revealed layered materials with unique thermal transport behavior,
such as those with one-dimensional heat transport channels. With this new model, we can
now begin to rapidly assess and identify materials for single-crystal thermal applications,
where anisotropy or the lack thereof is a key requirement.
4.5 Methods
Structures of all the materials are obtained from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database
(ICSD).[77] We perform structural relaxation and calculation of the elastic tensor using the
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Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)[148, 149] with projector augmented waves
(PAW).[150, 151] Ionic layered materials were previously relaxed using the generalized gra-
dient approximation along with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)[61] exchange-correlation
functional.[50] The vdW layered materials were previously relaxed using a vdW-corrected
exchange correlation functional (optB86) to correctly account for the longer range vdW
interactions between layers.[8, 62, 133, 153] A plane wave cutoff energy of 520 eV and a
fairly dense Γ-centered k-point grid of 1000 per inverse atom was used.[152] Elastic stiff-
ness tensors were calculated with a finite difference method, in which six finite distortions
of the lattice are performed and the elastic constants (Cij) are derived from the stress-
strain relationship.[50, 64, 65, 133] Calculations are handled within the python-based, high-
throughput framework, PyLada.[154] Theoretical materials, identified by keyword search of
the crystallographic information file (cif), are marked in the supplemental information.
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CHAPTER 5
HIGH-THROUGHPUT PREDICTION OF ANISOTROPIC TRANSPORT IN LAYERED
SEMICONDUCTING MATERIALS
Abstract: In high temperature semiconductor applications such as thermoelectrics and
power electronics there is a growing interest in exploring the functionality of single crystal
materials due to advances in single crystal growth and utilization of anisotropy within the
structure and transport properties. In this work, we build upon our intuition from prior
semi-empirical models to create a new anisotropic model of carrier mobility by utilizing both
isotropic and anisotropic elastic parameters and the conductivity effective mass tensor. We
validate this new angular model of mobility by comparison against experimental data from
literature and find a significant improvement over our previous model. By combining models
for anisotropic mobility and anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity, we are able to predict a
material’s anisotropic thermoelectric quality factor as well as discover materials that exhibit
orthogonal anisotropies in their electronic and phonon transport properties. We apply these
models to a large set of van der Waals and ionic layered compounds to search for candidates
materials for semiconductor applications.
5.1 Introduction
Within the context of the search for new thermoelectric materials, enhancement of the
thermoelectric figure of merit (zT ) is challenging because optimization of a single component





As an example, adding dopants to a material to increase the carrier concentration in order
to achieve higher electrical conductivity (σ) often has the detrimental effect of lowering the
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Seebeck coefficient (S).[121] To better guide the experimental search for new thermoelectric
materials, theoretically and computationally-derived intuition is necessary.[5, 8, 12, 14, 46,
100] Ideally, any computational search for new thermoelectric materials would focus on
finding materials with high zT . Computing zT directly is a difficult problem because each
electronic term is a function of the position of the Fermi level and the computation of each
requires knowledge of the charge carrier scattering relaxation times. The Fermi level position
depends on the extent to which a compound is amenable to dopants. Determination of
material dopability requires laborious computation with extensive human involvement post-
calcuation to determine the available Fermi energies set by native defects.[5, 97, 242, 243]
Efficient methods for defect computations are currently a work in development.
Instead, the thermoelectric quality factor (β) can serve as a better computational guide
than zT because it relies on intrinsic parameters which can be approximated from computa-
tional methods such as density functional theory (DFT).[5, 9, 10, 31, 244] In the parabolic





All intrinsic material parameters (e.g., effective mass, carrier mobility, and lattice thermal
conductivity) are contained within β. The energy dependence of the density of states and
the relaxation time become part of uν and vν , which are written as dimensionless functions
purely of the reduced Fermi level (η = EF/kBT ) and the scattering parameter (ν) that
determines the exponent on the energy integral.[10, 32] (For acoustic phonon scattering, the



























For a given β, the functions uν(η) and νv(η) determine the Fermi Level at which zT
is maximized. The integration over the reduced energy η, is relative to the band edge.


















The main parameters which determine β are the intrinsic mobility (µ0), the density of
states effective mass (m∗DOS), and the lattice thermal conductivity (κL). In this formulation
the optimization of zT is broken up into two computational problems: 1) the search for
materials with high β and 2) calculation of a material’s dopability in order to determine
the potential for optimization of EF/kBT .[5, 8, 97, 242, 243] As stated, efficeint methods to
determine a material’s dopability through defect-calculations are currently being researched.
High-throughput computation of β, however, has proven useful through the use of semi-
empirical models.
Calculation of the two main transport terms (κL and µ0) from first principles is possible,
but computationally expensive.[5, 13, 45] For both parameters, calculation of scattering
coefficients (phonon-phonon for κL and electron-phonon for µ0) is the key limitation.[5, 9,
19, 27] Full calculation of scattering coefficients allow for determination of the relaxation
time, τ , used in Boltzmann Transport theory.[27, 29, 132] Since such computations are not
amenable to calculations on large sets of materials, approximations to the relaxation time
are traditionally employed. Typically, in simplified models an energy dependent relaxation
can be assumed based upon the dominant scattering mechanism: Umklapp scattering for
phonons and acoustic deformation potential scattering for electrons and holes.[10, 16]
In addition to assumptions on carrier scattering, transport computation for large sets
of materials can be aided through the use of semi-empirical models, which act as a bridge
between ab initio computation and experimental measurement. We have previously devel-
oped such models for the calculation of κL and µ0.[5, 9, 23, 85] These models have shown
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predictive power within a factor of 2 for κL and a factor of 5 for µ0, which are often near
the accuracy of ab initio calculations at a fraction of the computational cost.[9, 23] By com-
bining semi-empirical predictions of µ0, κL, and m
∗
DOS, a semi-empirical βSE was created
which has proven to be a useful guide in the search for new thermoelectrics.[5, 9, 23, 85]
In addition to thermoelectrics, accurate prediction of both carrier mobility and thermal
conductivity are also important qualities for power electronic materials. In such materi-
als, unlike in thermoelectrics, it is desirable to have both high mobility and high thermal
conductivity.[162, 231, 232, 245–247]
The semi-empirical models of µ0 and κL, however, only predict isotropic values. In
practice, anisotropy is often ignored when searching for new thermoelectric materials because
most materials are synthesized as polycrystalline, where any anisotropy would be averaged
out.[8] With improvements in single crystal growth, however, there is a growing interest in
anisotropic thermoelectric materials.[1, 24, 27, 47, 51, 53, 180, 198, 248] This has been shown
in materials such as n-type SnSe, a van der Waals layered material in which the electron
conduction is counterintuitively highest across the plane of the layers, corresponding to
the minimum in κL.[29, 249] Several examples of how anisotropic thermal and electronic
transport could lead to preferred directions for thermoelectric performance are shown in
Figure 5.1. The obvious example is when the maximum µ0 aligns with the minimum of κL,
as in n-SnSe, Figure 5.1a. For heat dissipation with high current, an ideal material would
have the maximum of κL lie perpendicular to the maximum of µ, Figure 5.1b. Additionally,
anisotropic transport could yield a reduced bipolar conduction if a material has perpendicular
preferred directions for n and p mobility.
To justify including anisotropy in the thermoelectric quality factor, we look back at the
original derivation of β by Chasmar and Stratton.[31] By assuming parabolic bands and an
energy dependent relaxation time of the form (τ = τ0 (E/kBT )
ν), the conductivity can be









Figure 5.1: Examples of useful transport anisotropy. (a) For thermoelectric materials, ideally
the maximum of µ would align with the minimum of κL. (b) For power electronics or
materials in which transverse heat dissipation is desirable, the maximums of µ and κL would
be perpendicular. (c) For high temperature thermoelectrics, bipolar conduction reduces the















The intrinsic mobility term (µ0) takes the place of the product of e, τ0, and the inverse of
the conductivity effective mass (m∗I)
−1. For anisotropic parabolic materials (e.g. materials
with elliptical Fermi Surfaces), any anisotropy in the conductivity comes from the mobility,
where either (m∗I)
−1 or τ0 can demonstrate anisotropy.[32]




The density of states effective mass does not contain any angular dependence since it
is derived from the integration of the density of states to get the carrier concentration.[32]
By assuming that all anisotropy in the conductivity comes from the anisotropic intrinsic
mobility, µ0(θ, φ), the derivation of β remains mostly unchanged.
The Seebeck coefficient, S, is the ratio of two terms which are integrations over energy,
with the integral in the numerator containing an additional linear term in energy, (η − ν).
Because of the division, many of the constant terms inherent to both the numerator and the
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Mobility remains within κe through the conductivity since κe = LσT . However, the
Lorenz number, L = L(η), is a combination of integrations over the reduced energy and









































Under these assumptions and with the addition of an anisotropic κL, all anisotropy within
zT is due to µ(θ, φ) and κL(θ, φ). Since these terms are contained within β, thermoelectric
anisotropy can therefore be attributed entirely to the anisotropic β since the functions u and
v depend only on the reduced Fermi level:
zT (θ, φ) =
uν(η)β(θ, φ)
vν(η)β(θ, φ) + 1
(5.10)
With this theoretical underpinning and having already developed a semi-empirical model
which predicts anisotropic κL,[11] herein we extend our investigation of anisotropic trans-
port within thermoelectic materials by developing a new semi-empirical model for anisotropic
mobility. We assume a deformation potential model for carrier scattering and compute the
conductivity effective mass and relevant elastic terms from first principles.[45, 66] By fit-
ting the model to anisotropic and isotropic experimental mobility values we attain accuracy
within a factor of 3 across 4 orders of magnitude. Coupling the new mobility with our model
for anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity,[11] we can now predict direction-dependent elec-
trical and thermal transport. By also calculating the density of states effective mass, we have
created an anisotropic thermoelectric quality parameter for predicting thermoelectric perfor-
mance along any direction in single-crystal materials. Additionally, with both anisotropic κL
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and µ, we show create empirical metrics for ranking materials based up the perpendicularity
between κL and µe(h) and between µe and µh. We have applied these metrics to a large set of
nearly 900 layered compounds and identified candidate materials for a variety of anisotropic
semiconductor applications.
5.2 Modeling carrier mobility
Mobility in its simplest form is based on the assumption of constant band effective mass





The band effective mass is only equal to the DOS effective mass for a single parabolic






Where Nv is the number of equivalent valleys, also known commonly as the band de-
generacy. For non-spherical Fermi surfaces, the DOS mass is actually a combination of the
effective mass from the three principle axes and the number of equivalent valleys (Nv):
m
∗,3/2








Plugging the mobility from Eq. 5.11 into the thermoelectric quality factor would yield a
βSE that is proportional to
√
m∗b , meaning that the zT would increase with increasing m
∗
b ,
which is known from experimental evidence to be incorrect.[9]
This approach to mobility is widely considered too simple, since the constant relaxation
time approximation (CRTA) does not properly account for the scattering of charge carriers
by acoustic and optical phonons, which is known to often be the dominant scattering mech-
anism in thermoelectric materials at operational temperatures.[1, 5, 9, 12] Electron-phonon
scattering mechanisms also depend on elastic properties; for example, the relation for in-
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travalley acoustic phonon scattering in a cubic material has τ directly dependent on C11, the








Here Ξ is the deformation potential of the relevant band edge. Using this relation for τ
implies instead that βSE increases as m
∗
b decreases, which aligns with the empirical under-
standing that high electrical conductivity in semiconductors requires a small band mass.[33]
5.2.1 Prior isotropic model of mobility
Previously, our semi-empirical model focused on two parameters which were amenable to
high-throughput computation: elasticity and the band effective mass. The elastic properties
can be assumed to be summarized within the bulk modulus (B), found using the Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state.[26] For the electronic properties, we start by finding m∗DOS
by calculating the energy band-diagram over a dense k-point grid using density functional
theory and integrating the density of states within the parabolic band approximation. The
degeneracy, Nv, is found by an algorithm which counts the number of Fermi surface pockets
for a given energy.[9] With both m∗DOS and Nv, m
∗
b is found using Eq. 5.14. The semi-
empirical model for mobility was fit using the calculated values B and m∗b for training set of
experimentally measure mobilities:
µ = A0 (B)
s (m∗b)
−t (5.15)
The fit parameters (A0 = 0.12, s = 1, and t = −1.5) were chosen to provide a fit to the
experimental data set within a factor of 5 across 5 orders of magnitude.[9] Combining the
semi-empirical mobility with κL and m
∗







5.2.2 Anisotropy in effective mass
To build an anisotropic model of mobility, we consider the anisotropy of the Fermi surface.
Band structures which are not centered on the Γ point of Brillouin zone have non-spherical
Fermi surfaces. If these materials are also not cubic, then the resulting complex Fermi
surface creates an overall anisotropic effective mass which contributes to mobility, known as
the conductivity effective mass (m∗I). Like the band effective mass, the conductivity effective
mass is the average assuming a single band, but in contrast to m∗b it also takes direction into

















3 as the principal components of the effective mass tensor along
the three axes. As an example, for cubic materials with with ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces, the
principle components are one long axis effective mass (m∗L) and two equivalent transverse









For isotropic, degenerate parabolic materials, the isotropic conductivity effective mass is
equal to the band effective mass. For anisotropic materials, the changing value of the the
anisotropic conductivity effective mass can be found by taking the expected value of the
effective mass tensor along any direction. m∗I is the appropriate value to use in mobility
calculations since it is derived directly from the conductivity.[45, 46]
Using the constant relaxation time approximation with Boltzmann Transport theory, it
is possible to compute the full conductivity tensor by integrating the energy eigenvalues
around a set Fermi level.[45, 53, 54, 66, 243] A popular software package, BoltzTrap, takes
as input the complete band structure calculated from density functional theory and outputs
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the conductivity tensor divided by relaxation time (σ/τ), as well as the Seebeck tensor, as
functions of temperature and Fermi level position.[66] Despite the assumption of constant
relaxation time, BoltzTrap is useful for providing a qualitative description of the anisotropy
in electrical conductivity. To approximate the anisotropic effective mass, we use the Drude
approximation for mobility.[33]



















The full tensor (σ
τ
(EF , T )), including off-diagonal elements, is the output from BoltzTrap
calculations. We assume room temperature of 300 K and we set the Fermi level (EF ) at the
calculated conduction band edge for electrons and at the valence band edge for holes. To
calculate the carrier concentration, we use the non-degenerate equation for a parabolic band






























Setting the Fermi level at the band-edge, the exponentials drop out and we’re left with
















































5.2.3 Isotropic and anisotropic components of τ
Our previous model of mobility used only the bulk modulus in order to approximate the
elastic component of acoustic-phonon scattering. Previously, the bulk modulus was chosen





Where f(E) is a function dependent upon the band model and Ξ is the deformation
potential. To update our previous approximation for τ , we consider several parameters.
First, in addition to any elastic component, we include the density of states effective mass
as a model input (using the exponent as a fitting parameter) because the energy dependent
relaxation time is inversely proportional to the density of states.[5] By assuming a negative
exponent on the density of states effective mass, we can account for this relationship. The
addition of the density-of-states effective mass only adds an isotropic fitting parameter.
To account for any anisotropy in τ , we reexamine the use of the bulk modulus as the only
elastic component. With acoustic phonon scattering, the relaxation time does depend weakly
on the direction of the crystal momentum since it is in reality a complicated tensor quantity
dependent on the elastic anisotropy.[32, 34, 250, 251] Herring et al. showed that for acoustic
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phonon scattering in semiconductors with elliptical Fermi surfaces the ratio of τL (τ along
longitudinal axis) to τT (τ along transverse axis) depends on the elastic anisotropy and on
the form of the deformation potential.[34, 250] Depending on the nature of the deformation
potential, τL/τT typically falls within a factor of 2. To account for the anisotropy in τ , we
consider both an isotropic and anisotropic elastic components as potential fitting parameters.
For isotropic components, we can choose any combination of the bulk modulus, shear
modulus, or isotropic Young’s modulus. For an anisotropic component, we consider the
anisotropic Young’s modulus.
All moduli can be derived from the rank-4 elastic tensor, which can be written as a
6x6 matrix, Cij, using Voigt notation.[136] To obtain all of the elastic moduli, we calculate
the elastic tensor using density functional theory (DFT).[50, 64, 65, 133] The Voigt average
(upper bound) of the isotropic bulk and shear moduli can be directly calculated from the
elastic tensor[136]:
9BV = (C11 + C22 + C33) + 2 (C12 + C23 + C31) (5.32)
15GV = (C11 + C22 + C33)− (C12 + C23 + C31) + 3 (C44 + C55 + C66) (5.33)
To find the Reuss average (lower bound), we use the compliance tensor, which is the
inverse of the elastic tensor in reduced notation, Sij = C
−1
ij :
1/BR = (S11 + S22 + S33) + 2 (S12 + S23 + S31) (5.34)
15/GR = 4 (S11 + S22 + S33)− 4 (S12 + S23 + S31) + 3 (S44 + S55 + S66) (5.35)
For both the bulk and shear modulus, we use the average of the Voigt and Reuss values,















The directional Young’s modulus can be calculated from the full rank-4 compliance





The process of finding the best model for anisotropic mobility begins by defining what is
the error that we wish to minimize. Our experimental dataset taken from literature consists
of collected room temperature experimental intrinsic mobility data for over 60 materials
(both isotropic and anisotropic) ranging across 5 orders of magnitude.[9, 254–298] Using
density functional theory and the BoltzTrap software, we calculate the elastic tensor and the
electronic structure, allowing for the computation of all possible input parameters: B, G,





Since mobility is a quantity which spans several orders of magnitude, the primary error
that we wish to minimize is the average factor difference (AFD) between measured and
calculated values, rather than the squared linear error. The average factor difference is the








However, since anisotropic mobility is a quantity which can have multiple values for the
same material, we also are interested in ensuring that the variation within the same material
is well-captured. To accomplish this we also consider the average variation error (AVE).
The variation error captures the error in the slope on a log plot between two points for the














Since our new model of mobility is intended as an an update to our original model, we
choose a similar form in which the fitting parameters are the exponents of the input pa-
rameters. For the new model, the essential input parameters will be m∗I , m
∗
DOS, and the
anisotropic Young’s modulus, E. We include m∗I because we wish to replace the isotropic m
∗
b
with an anisotropic quantity to capture the directional variation of the Fermi surface. The
justification for automatically including m∗DOS is that scattering in room temperature semi-
conductors is known to be proportional to the density of states.[5, 32] The density of states
effective mass is a good indicator of the size of the DOS near the band edge. The anisotropic
Young’s modulus is automatically included because the acoustic phonon relaxation time is
a tensor quantity,[34, 250] so the inclusion of an anisotropic elastic parameter is necessary
to capture the variation. The base model therefore has 4 fit parameters: (A0, x, y, z).




However, there are three other elastic parameters which could potentially be included as
inputs to improve the fit: the bulk modulus, the shear modulus, and the isotropic Young’s
modulus. To gauge the correct number of parameters, we calculate R2 and R2adj, which is
the value adjusted for the number of fitting parameters (p) relative to the length of the data
(m),[23] for the log values.
R2adj = 1− (1−R2)
m− 1
m− p− 1 (5.43)
We tried 12 different versions of the fit. The first 6 were fit by minimizing only the
average factor difference. The second 6 were fit by minimizing the sum of the average factor



























































































Figure 5.2: Fitting of various models to find best mobility. AVE is average variation error
within those materials for which we had multiple directional mobility values. (a) R2 and
R2adj. (b) AFD and AFD+AVE. In both plots we show the error in original model when
calculated on the test materials. The two sets of models include those which were fit by
minimizing only AFD (without slope fit) and those which were fit by minimizing the sum of
AFD and AVE (with slope fit). The final model is highlighted in red.
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directional values. In both sets of fits, the six models were the base 4 parameter model,
then three different 5 parameter models adding B, G, and Eiso each individually as a fifth
parameter, a 6 parameter model which used both B and G, and a 7 parameter model using
all elastic moduli as input parameters. Results are shown in Figure 5.2.
In both sets of models, there is a significant improvement over the original model in both
AFD and R2. For the test data, the original model has an average factor difference of nearly
4.7. The base 4 parameter model has an average factor difference of 3.06 without slope
correction and 3.14 with slope correction. However, the addition of the slope correction does
produce the desired effect of significantly decreasing the average variation error without
sacrificing much on the average factor difference. The base model with slope correction
has a combined error of AFD + AV E=3.43 compared to 3.56 for the model without slope
correction, which corresponds to a reduction in the variation error of nearly 50% while only
increasing AFD by 2%.
From the results in Figure 5.2, we see that the addition of the Bulk modulus to the 4
parameter model significantly improves the fit, whereas adding either the shear modulus or
isotropic Young’s modulus alone does not. Adding the Shear modulus in conjunction with
Bulk modulus (the 6 parameter model), produces the best fit without any decrease in R2adj.
The AFD is 2.82 for the version without any slope correction and 2.90 for the model with
slope correction. The slope corrected model has an AV E of 0.30 and a combined total error
of 3.20, compared to the version without slope correction which has an average variation error
of 0.47 and a combined total error of 3.30. Because of the value added in more accurately
predicting the variation within a material, we have chosen to use the 6 parameter model
with the slope correction. With the addition of a 7th fit parameter, we see the adjusted R2
value begin to fall, indicating that more than 6 fit parameters is unnecessary.
5.2.5 Anisotropic model of carrier mobility
The set of best fit parameters for the 6 parameter model with slope correction is shown
in Table 5.1. Combining all inputs and fit parameters, the new model for mobility is of the
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following form:




Table 5.1: Fit parameters for new anisotropic mobility model.




E(θ, φ) x 0.396
m∗DOS y -0.335
m∗I(θ, φ) z -0.569
The fitted vs. experimental mobility values are shown in Figure 5.3. We distinguish on
this plot between isotropic (black) and anisotropic (blue) experimental values of mobility.
Where we have data for two different directions for the same anisotropic material, we show a
connecting line. With an AFD of 2.82, our new model is a significant improvement over the
previous model (which had AFD of nearly 5) without drastically increasing computational
cost. It should be noted that experimental measurements of mobility are known to vary by as
much as an order of magnitude due to factors such as sample quality, defects, temperature,
and experimental setup.[5, 299] As much as is possible, we choose experimental values for
the model which adhere to consensus (i.e., reported in multiple sources or do not deviate far
from values of similar materials). For the materials for which we have multiple anisotropic
values, the slope of the connecting line would ideally be unity. Intriguingly, from the best fit
parameters we find that the shear modulus has a negative exponent, meaning that materials
with a higher bulk to shear modulus ratio will have a larger overall mobility. This fits
with the understanding that transverse phonons are more detrimental to the mobility (i.e.
decrease the relaxation time, τ) than longitudinal phonons.[34]
By calculating the Young’s modulus and conductivity effective mass in all directions, we
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Figure 5.3: Modeled mobility for isotropic and anisotropic compounds vs. experimentally
measured values from literature.[9, 254–298] Isotropic compounds are shown in black and
anisotropic are shown in blue. When experimental values exist for multiple directions, blue
lines connect the modeled values for the same compound for different directions. The two
dashed lines indicate a factor of 5 on either side.
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PbTe and n-type SnSe. In PbTe, the cubic symmetry produces a Young’s modulus plot
which has peaks along the principal axes and an isotropic conductivity effective mass plot.
The resulting mobility shows a preference for transport along the principal axes, but the
overall variation in µp is less than a factor of 1.5. However, n-type SnSe is a van der Waals
layered material with known anisotropy. The Young’s modulus has a much lower value
perpendicular to the layers than the 4 peaks which correspond to stretching or compressing
of intralayer bonds. The conductivity effective mass has a minimum directly across the
plane of the layers, which leads to a maximum in µn which points out-of-plane, a known
property of n-type SnSe.[29, 249] (The n-type PbTe mobility is very similar to the p-type
PbTe mobility, whereas the p-type SnSe mobility exhibits a symmetry similar to the Young’s










































Figure 5.4: Model inputs - bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (S), anisotropic Young’s mod-
ulus (E), DOS effective mass (m∗DOS), anisotropic conductivity effective mass (m
∗
I) - and
modeled anisotropic mobility (µ) for (a) PbTe and (b) SnSe.
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5.2.6 Computational methods
For all materials in this study, the structures are obtained from the inorganic crystal
structure database (ICSD).[77] Structural relaxation and calculation of the elastic tensor
were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)[148, 149] with pro-
jector augmented waves (PAW).[150, 151] The layered materials discussed in the results
section were previously identified using a slab-cutting algorithm.[8, 50, 133] Ionic layered
materials were previously relaxed using the generalized gradient approximation with the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)[61] exchange-correlation functional,[50] while vdW layered
materials were previously relaxed using a vdW-corrected exchange correlation functional
(optB86) to correctly account for the long-range vdW interactions.[8, 62, 133, 153] A plane
wave cutoff energy of 520 eV and a dense Γ-centered k-point grid of 1000 per inverse atom
was used for relaxation and elastic calculations.[152] Elastic tensors were calculated with a
finite difference method, in which six finite distortions of the lattice are performed and the
elastic constants (Cij) are derived from the stress-strain relationship.[50, 64, 65, 133] For
electronic transport calculations, a much denser k-point grid of 8000 per inverse atom was
used. For structures with nonzero bandgap calculated from DFT, electrical conductivity ten-
sors are obtained using the BoltzTrap software on the dense k-point calculations.[45, 66] All
calculations are handled within the python-based high-throughput framework, PyLada.[154]
5.3 Application to layered materials
By combining our new anisotropic mobility model with our model for anisotropic κL
model[11] we can identify materials which display useful anisotropic transport for specific
applications. Herein, we show the results from calculating both the anisotropic mobility and
lattice thermal conductivity on a set nearly 900 previously identified layered materials,[8, 50,
133] consisting of binary and ternary vdW layered materials (159 and 194 materials respec-
tively) and ternary ionic layered materials (533 materials). We have previously demonstrated
the anisotropic elastic and thermal behavior of this group of materials.[11, 50] Interlayer
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bonding is the main differentiating feature between vdW and ionic layered materials. VdW
layered materials consist of weakly bound layers which typically demonstrate low elastic
response in the out-of-plane direction.[8, 50, 133] Ionic layered materials consist of layers
which are bound by either ionic or covalent bonds through a single “spacer” element.[50]
We use three different metrics by which to identify materials with interesting anisotropic
transport: (1) materials with high anisotropic thermoelectric quality factor, (2) materials
which demonstrate reduced bipolar conduction due to non-aligned µh and µe, (3) materials
with maximum µ and the maximum κL nearly perpendicular (useful for high power devices).



























Figure 5.5: Anisotropic κL, µ, and βSE for PbTe and SnSe.
By multiplying the anisotropic mobility, µ(θ, φ), by the density of states effective mass
and dividing by the anisotropic lattice thermal conductivity, (κL(θ, φ), we can calculate a
semi-empirical anisotropic thermoelectric quality factor from Eq. 5.16. For comparison with
our previous model of βSE, we add a uniform correction factor of m
∗−0.6
b .[9] In Figure 5.5,
we show the anisotropic β for p-type PbTe and n-type SnSe. In PbTe, the cubic symmetry
causes both µh and κL to exhibit the same peaks along the primary axes. This produces a
cancellation in βSE, resulting in a near isotropic plot with slight peaks along the diagonals.
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In SnSe, µe peaks exactly along the minimum of κL, leading to a nearly one-dimensional βSE
which closely follows the symmetry of the mobility.
The results from the calculation of anisotropic βSE for the set of ionic and vdW layered
materials are shown in Figure 5.6 Here we plot the range of βSE for each layered material
(βSE,min → βSE,max) relative to the isotropic value for PbTe (βSE,PbTe) for both n (blue)
and p (orange) type. The two x-axes are the anisotropy in κL (κL,max/κL,min) and the
anisotropy in µ (µmax/µmin). The size of the bubble corresponds to m
∗
DOS. The top fifteen
candidates materials for both types of conduction (highest βSE,max) are highlighted on each
plot (listed in Table 5.2). From the plots, it is immediately apparent that as anisotropy in
κL increases, βSE,max tends to decrease, whereas the same cannot be said for anisotropy in
µ. This follows with our previous finding that materials with very low κL,min (required for
good thermoelectrics) tend to also become more isotropic in their thermal conduction as they
approach the amorphous limit, which is the lowest value of κL for any material.[5, 9, 11, 211]
Because materials with high values of βSE,max tend to have nearly isotropic κL, the anisotropy
that we find in thermoelectric quality is due mainly to anisotropy within the mobility for these
materials. Figure 5.7 confirms that the correlation between β anisotropy and µ anisotropy is
stronger than the correlation with the anisotropy in κL. Breaking the dataset into ionic and
vdW layered materials, we see a difference in the distribution of β anisotropy (Figure 5.8).
Here we see that ionic layered materials have nearly double the percentage of materials which
have a nearly isotropic β (βmax/βmin < 1.5) than vdW layered materials. Additionally, for
both sets of materials, n-type β is on average less anisotropic than p-type β.
Looking only at isotropic values of βSE from the 886 layered materials, we find 422 with
βh,iso > βPbTe and 262 with βe,iso > βPbTe, suggesting that many of these materials may ex-
hibit excellent thermoelectric quality along individual lattice directions. The anisotropic
model, however, has novelty in finding materials which would not have been identified
with an isotropic model. Looking at materials with βh,iso < βPbTe, we find 141 in which
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Figure 5.6: Anisotropic βSE relative to βSE,PbTe for both n and p type. (a) and (c) show the
range of βSE plotted against the variation in κL. (b) and (d) show the range plotted agains
the variation in µ. The size of the bubble corresponds to m∗DOS. The top 15 candidates






























0 0.5 1.0Figure 5.7: Anisotropy in β as it relates to the anisotropy in κL and µ. Holes are shown in
orange and electrons are shown in blue.
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Figure 5.8: Anisotropy in β for ionic and vdW layered materials.
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(complete lists can be found in the Supplemental Information). The difference between the
number of n-type layered materials and the number of p-type layered materials with better
thermoelectric quality than PbTe suggests that layered materials as a whole tend to have
better characteristics for hole conduction.
Focusing on the candidate materials with highest βmax, we find a wide diversity. The 23
candidate materials (7 materials overlap for both n and p) listed in Table 5.2 all have isotropic
values of βSE which are greater than the value of PbTe, meaning that these materials would
be good candidate materials even without an anisotropic model. As seen in Figure 5.6,
most of the candidate materials exhibit low anisotropy within κL (only 3 of the 23 materials
have κL,max/κL,min > 3), which typically corresponds to low values of κL,min (15 of the 23
materials have κL,min less than 2 W/mK). Unlike κL, the mobility and density of states
in these candidate materials span a wide range. The n-type candidates exhibit greater










Figure 5.9: Anisotropic κL, µ, and βSE for p-type BiOCl and n-type CaPtP.
The manifestation of the anisotropy in β can take many different forms. We highlight two
examples from the candidate list (p-BiOCl and n-CaPtP) in Figure 5.9. BiOCl (Figure 5.9a)
is a vdW layered material in which the halogen-capped layers are driven apart by the highly
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Table 5.2: The top 15 candidate materials with the highest maximum values of anisotropic
βSE for both p and n type. p-type materials are on the top half, n-type are on the bottom.









YCrB4 ionic 2.7 6.8 8.5 286 951 8.9 4.2 17.5 4.1
CaPtP ionic 0.8 1.6 3.0 407 782 11.0 6.8 16.4 2.4
AgCl vdW 4.9 1.5 1.9 33 65 11.6 8.1 12.8 1.6
LaPdAs ionic 0.3 1.6 2.2 690 1848 9.9 6.3 12.3 2.0
Bi2SeO2 ionic 2.3 1.1 1.8 53 88 8.9 6.3 12.2 1.9
Na2RuO3 ionic 4.8 3.1 4.4 11 117 8.5 1.4 11.3 7.9
CsMnF4 ionic 15.3 1.6 1.9 5 21 7.5 3.0 11.0 3.6
MnInO3 ionic 5.0 5.1 9.1 184 224 8.8 5.2 10.9 2.1
HgBr2 vdW 8.8 0.6 1.0 6 9 6.4 4.0 9.7 2.4
Li2RuO3 ionic 1.5 4.4 5.9 201 573 5.8 4.2 9.4 2.2
BiOCl vdW 4.1 1.0 2.0 10 53 8.1 3.3 9.2 2.8
Sr2AuN ionic 1.5 1.5 1.6 50 123 6.5 3.7 9.2 2.4
AgBiSe2 ionic 2.1 1.3 2.2 75 97 7.8 6.9 8.9 1.3
PbClF ionic 3.2 0.9 1.2 6 39 6.6 1.6 8.7 5.4
Ag2PdO2 vdW 2.2 3.7 12.7 39 349 4.9 1.2 8.1 6.9
LaPdAs ionic 4.3 1.6 2.2 27 106 13.0 6.1 17.3 2.8
MnInO3 ionic 5.9 5.1 9.1 180 219 11.3 6.7 13.9 2.1
CaPtP ionic 0.9 1.6 3.0 214 431 8.6 4.9 13.6 2.7
YCrB4 ionic 8.7 6.8 8.5 58 210 6.5 2.9 13.1 4.5
KHgSb ionic 0.2 0.5 0.9 104 844 7.9 2.1 11.3 5.3
RbAuTe ionic 0.1 0.6 0.9 99 1077 7.8 1.5 10.8 7.4
Na2RuO3 ionic 3.0 3.1 4.4 16 148 6.4 1.3 8.6 6.8
NaFeF4 ionic 12.1 3.2 6.7 8 75 4.4 1.2 8.3 6.8
KHgAs ionic 0.2 0.6 1.1 52 520 5.7 1.3 7.8 6.1
Sr2AuN ionic 0.8 1.5 1.6 99 266 4.6 2.8 7.4 2.7
ZrTe5 vdW 1.2 0.7 2.1 8 115 5.3 0.9 7.0 7.5
Ca2RuO4 ionic 7.7 4.3 6.1 52 80 6.3 5.4 6.9 1.3
LaOF ionic 17.9 3.1 3.9 24 36 6.2 5.4 6.4 1.2
CsMnF4 ionic 17.4 1.6 1.9 3 12 4.1 1.6 6.1 3.9
MoSe2 vdW 1.9 1.2 19.1 31 56 1.8 0.5 6.1 12.3
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electronegative Cl atoms that are weakly held together by vdW forces. This is evident in
the κL polar plot, which shows a minimum in the out-of-plane direction. The intralayer
lattice does not allow for easy transmission of in-plane longitudinal phonons, however, since
stretching or compressing leads to changing bond angles rather than bond lengths, result-
ing in low overall thermal anisotropy (κL,max/κL,min = 2). The mobility of this material
demonstrates a much greater anisotropy since hole conduction is a factor of 5 lower in the
out-of-plane direction than in-plane. Even though the maximum κL and µh lie in the same
direction, the difference in anisotropy between µh and κL leads to a significant anisotropy
in βh in which the maximum occurs in the plane of the layers and is nearly a factor of 3
greater than the out-of-plane βh. CaPtP (Figure 5.9b) is an ionic layered material which
consists of PtP pseudo-binary layers separated by Ca spacer atoms. The layered nature of
this material leads to a similar κL to that of BiOCl, where the maximum κL lies in the plane
of the layer (in this case along one preferred axis) and the minimum is in the out-of-plane
direction. Due to the strong interlayer bonds facilitated by the Ca atoms, however, the
difference between interlayer and intralayer κL is relatively small, leading to a low thermal
anisotropy of κL,max/κL,min = 1.8. The mobility in this material demonstrates a different
type of anisotropy than the κL. The maximum lies in the same direction as the maximum
of κL, but there is also a secondary high mobility direction which lies in the out-of-plane
direction. This secondary peak in µe corresponds to the minimum in κL, leading to a com-
plementary contribution to βe in which the maximum lies directly across the plane of the
layers and is nearly a factor of 3 higher than the in-plane value.
5.3.2 Reduced bipolar conduction from anisotropic µn and µp
In addition to the thermoelectric figure of merit, the calculation of anisotropic mobil-
ity allows us to search for materials which demonstrate significantly different anisotropic
transport between µh, µe, and κL. An example of how this can be useful would be as a
mechanism for reducing bipolar conduction by having nearly perpendicular µh and µe. In
thermoelectrics, bipolar conduction often occurs at higher temperatures as the Fermi-Dirac
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distribution spreads out and picks up minority carriers, resulting in a reduction in the ef-
fective Seebeck coefficient.[300] This effect would be reduced in materials in which the ideal
directions for electron and hole conduction are not aligned. An example of this is shown in






Figure 5.10: To quantify the difference in anisotropy between two transport terms (µh and
µe), we investigate the values of the two terms at the point of their maximums and consider
the angle α between them.
To build a metric to search for materials that demonstrate similar transport anisotropies,
we focus on the maximums of the two transport terms. To select preferentially for materials
in which the maximums of both µh and µe are nearly perpendicular, the first term we include
our metric is sin2 α, where α is the angle between µh,max and µe,max. Using only the angle
between the maximums is not enough, however, because this does not tell us anything about
the shape of the transport surface. For truly crossed transport, we need the value of one term
to be significantly reduced from its maximum in the direction of the other term’s maximum,
(i.e., µh(θ, φ)µe,max << µh,max and µe(θ, φ)µh,max << µe,max). Using these terms, we can
define a unitless metric, Υ(µh, µe), which can be used to determine the degree to which the













Subtracting 1 from the ratio is important because it helps to focus only on materials in
which both µh and µe are anisotropic. If instead we used only the ratios without the sub-
traction, a material in which one of the terms was nearly isotropic and the other was highly
anisotropic could be favored. While such materials could demonstrate a useful reduction
in bipolar conduction for the more isotropic term in the direction of the minimum of the
anisotropic term, our intention is to find materials in which both terms are anisotropic, and










Figure 5.11: Example structures which demonstrate the extent to which Υ(µh, µe) quanti-
fies the degree of difference in the anisotropy of the two transport terms. Υ(µh, µe) has a
minimum value of 0 if the maximums are completely aligned or if either term is isotropic.
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The value of Υ(µh, µe) is a unitless metric which quantifies the difference in the degree to
which the two anisotropies differ. The larger the value of Υ(µh, µe), the greater the degree of
difference in the anisotropy of µh and µe. Examples are shown in Figure 5.11. The minimum
of Υ(µh, µe) is 0, which occurs if the maximums are along the same direction or if either µh
or µe are isotropic. After application to our set of layered materials, we find that the 90th
percentile of Υ(µh, µe) occurs at a value of 0.98, indicating that any material with a value
of Υ(µh, µe)>1 can be assumed to demonstrate this affect. Candidate materials for reduced
bipolar conduction would ideally have the maximums of µh and µe nearly perpendicular,
however the mechanism by which this occurs can vary, as shown for Zn2In2S5 and MgV2O5
in Figure 5.11a-b. For high Υ(µh, µe), at least one term will demonstrate a 1 dimensional
maximum, but often the second term will have the maximum spread out across 2 dimensions,
as is the case for Zn2In2S5.
For thermoelectric applications a material which has hole and electron mobility with
different anisotropy can be useful, but less so if the material does not also have high maximum
values of the mobility. Therefore, to rank materials, we multiply Υ(µh, µe) by the square





Applying this metric to our set of ionic and vdW layered materials allows us to search
for candidate materials with both high mobility and low bipolar conduction due to mobility
anisotropy. In Figure 5.12, we plot µe,max vs. µh,max for all layered materials. In this plot,
the size of the dot corresponds to the the sin2 of the angle between µe,max and µh,max and the
color corresponds to the value of Υ(µh, µe). The top 15 materials with the highest R(µh, µe)
are our candidate materials, which we highlight in yellow in Figure 5.12 and list in Table 5.3.
The majority of these materials have higher µe,max than µh,max, suggesting that materials
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Figure 5.12: Here we plot µe,max vs. µh,max for ionic and vdW layered materials to illustrate
the input parameters in the ranking parameter, R(µh, µe). The size of the dot corresponds to
the sin of the angle between µe,max and µh,max. The color corresponds to the metric Υ(µh, µe)
for each material, with darker colors indicating a higher value. The top 15 candidate mate-
rials from Table 5.3 are highlighted in yellow.
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Table 5.3: Candidate semiconductor materials (shown in yellow in Figure 5.12) for reduced
bipolar conduction with crossed n and p type conduction. Units for µ and R are cm2/Vs.
Materials highlighted in yellow on Figure 5.12
compound class µh,max µh( ~µe) µe,max µe( ~µh) α Υ(µh, µe) R(µh, µe)
Zn2In2S5 vdW 67.3 1.0 901.2 643.1 90 25.71 6,330.3
Sr2TiO4 ionic 110.5 62.6 224.9 11.4 90 14.33 2,259.6
Ba2ZrS4 ionic 79.5 43.4 213.6 10.6 90 15.90 2,071.8
V2MoO8 vdW 55.9 7.8 92.3 16.7 90 28.17 2,022.6
ZnIn2S4 vdW 60.3 1.8 709.6 561.5 90 8.70 1,799.1
La3SbO3 ionic 231.6 19.4 88.2 41.1 90 12.54 1,792.2
GeS vdW 300.2 96.1 192.6 45.1 90 6.94 1,670.0
SnSe vdW 401.5 147.1 320.4 87.6 90 4.60 1,648.4
Ba2ZrO4 vdW 72.7 34.2 317.8 34.5 90 9.27 1,409.5
RbCuO vdW 13.3 0.3 71.5 37.0 90 36.68 1,132.6
CsAuO vdW 14.1 0.8 108.1 38.3 90 28.82 1,126.2
SnS vdW 294.8 102.0 268.4 90.1 90 3.74 1,052.2
La4Se3O4 ionic 128.4 46.5 326.6 86.0 90 4.92 1,007.3
Bi2GeO5 vdW 53.3 15.1 250.7 56.6 90 8.68 1,003.9
Ba3Zr2S7 vdW 50.7 43.3 169.3 3.4 90 8.29 768.3
materials have chalcogen anions, the majority (9 out of 15) with oxygen. All of the candidate
materials have completely perpendicular µh,max and µe,max (α=90 degrees). The majority of
these materials are vdW layered materials, while the few ionic layered compounds all contain
large cation atoms (Sr, Ba, La).
In Figure 5.13 we show the crystal structure and polar plots of mobility for three of
these candidates: Sr2TiO4, La4Se3O4, and Ba3Zr2S7. Sr2TiO4 is a classic ionic layered
material with a large cation (Sr) acting as the spacer atom between the layers of Ti and O
(Figure 5.13a). The electron mobility in this material is confined to the 2D plane of the layers,
while the hole mobility has its maximum pointing directly across the layers. Another ionic
layered material, La4Se3O4 (Figure 5.13b) demonstrates a completely different asymmetry
between hole and electron conduction. In this material, both hole and electron mobilities
act as 1D transport channels which are perpendicular to each other. In this material, it is
actually the anion Se which acts as the spacer element between the layers of La and O. The





Figure 5.13: µe and µh SrLi4N2 and Ba3Zr2S7. These materials were identified using the
ranking parameter, R(µh, µe), as both high mobility and nearly perpendicular anisotropies
between hole and electron mobility.
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mobilities have their maximums lying within the plane of the layers. The electron mobility
points along the direction of the Se chains, while the hole mobility is perpendicular to it.
Lastly, the material Ba3Zr2S7 (Figure 5.13c) also demonstrates perpendicular electron and
hole conduction with the electron mobility confined to the layering plane as in Sr2TiO4.
However this material is a case in which one of the terms (µh) is more isotropic, but the
significant anisotropy in the other term (µe) compensates in the calculation of Υ(µh, µe).
5.3.3 Materials with crossed µmax and κL,max
The same method for determining non-aligned anisotropic mobility can also be applied
to search for materials which exhibit non-aligned µ (either electron or hole) and κL. Some
materials that exhibit this behavior will not necessarily be good thermoelectrics since very
low κL,min tends to occur more for thermally isotropic materials. However, apart from ther-
moelectrics, perpendicular µ and κL is also desirable in other applications, power electronics
in particular,[163, 246, 247] where transverse thermal conduction could be used to dissipate
the heat generated by high current. Our metric for quantifying the degree to which the
mobility (electron or hole) and the lattice thermal conductivity are non-aligned, Υ(µh/e, κL),













Proceeding from this point to identify candidate materials, we consider two different
applications. For both thermoelectrics and power electronics, having asymmetric anisotropy
of mobility and κL as well as high mobility is desirable. However, for thermoelectrics high
κL is detrimental, yet for power electronics it is useful.[163, 246, 247] Since there are two









Table 5.4: Candidate semiconductor materials for thermoelectrics (highlighted in yellow
and green in Figure 5.14) with high µmax and asymmetric anisotropy between µ and κL.
Units for µ and κL are cm
2/Vs and W/mK, respectively, and the units for R1(µ, κL) are
(cm2/Vs)/(W/mK). The top half corresponds to hole mobility and the lower half corresponds
to electron mobility.
compound class type µmax µ( ~κL) κL,max κL(~µ) α Υ(µ, κL) R1(µ, κL)
GaSe vdW p 94.5 38.7 10.7 1.7 90 7.49 408.0
InSe vdW p 115.8 28.0 4.9 1.8 90 5.49 353.8
V2MoO8 vdW p 66.6 8.9 120.0 12.2 90 57.57 314.3
GaS vdW p 70.3 30.9 20.1 2.3 90 9.99 308.3
Tl2O vdW p 45.9 11.0 1.6 0.8 97 2.83 159.8
NaSnP vdW p 75.9 23.1 9.1 3.0 90 4.60 115.5
SnO vdW p 24.7 8.7 21.7 2.9 90 11.83 99.7
SnS2 vdW p 20.3 12.8 16.5 1.5 90 6.08 84.8
SnSe vdW n 320.4 85.8 7.9 2.0 90 8.05 1,287.9
KNbSe2 ionic n 59.0 0.3 2.8 2.4 90 38.84 967.0
GeS vdW n 192.6 46.1 16.0 3.0 90 13.57 860.6
GeSe vdW n 155.6 40.6 12.7 3.9 90 6.36 253.8
Sb2Te3 vdW n 424.1 277.5 10.3 2.9 85 1.34 196.2
SnS vdW n 268.4 90.0 31.8 10.1 90 4.26 113.4
La4O4Se3 ionic n 326.6 86.0 3.4 2.6 90 0.87 107.4
ZnIn2S4 vdW n 709.6 561.5 5.1 2.4 90 0.30 89.7
The ranking parameter R1 focuses on materials with high mobility and low κL in the
direction of the high mobility in order to look for thermoelectric materials with nearly per-
pendicular mobility and κL. For thermoelectrics, there is no need to take the maximum
κL into account when ranking materials since they require small κL in the direction of the
mobility. The benefit to thermoelectrics of perpendicular µ and κL is that heat conduction
would be directed away from the direction of maximum µ, but the magnitude of maximum
κL is not necessary. Ranking the layered compounds by R1(µ, κL), we identify the top 8 for
both hole and electron mobility and list them in Table 5.4. Showing up on both lists are
several binary vdW layered materials in which the mobility term has a maximum directed
across the layers (p-GaS, p-InSe, p-GaS, p-Tl2O, p-SnO, p-SnS2, n-SnSe, n-GeS, n-GeSe, n-
Sb2Te3, n-SnS). All of these binary vdW compounds have κL which is high within the plane
of the layers and at a minimum when directed out-of-plane of the layers. Of the materials
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listed in Table 5.4, only two have κL in the direction of µmax>10 W/mK, and all have nearly
perpendicular µmax and κL,max.
Table 5.5: Candidate semiconductor materials for power electronics (highlighted in light
blue and green in Figure 5.14) with both high µmax and high κL,max as well as asymmetric
anisotropy between µ and κL. Units for µ and κL are cm
2/Vs and W/mK, respectively, and
the units for R(µ, κL) are (cm
2/Vs)1/2(W/mK)1/2. The top half corresponds to hole mobility
and the lower half corresponds to electron mobility.
compound class type µmax µ( ~κL) κL,max κL(~µ) α Υ(µ, κL) R2(µ, κL)
V2MoO8 vdW p 66.6 8.9 120.0 12.2 90 57.57 5,145.2
GaS vdW p 78.2 28.4 36.0 4.1 90 13.69 726.6
BiB3O6 ionic p 54.0 7.7 76.5 29.3 51 5.87 377.3
SnO vdW p 24.7 8.7 21.7 2.9 90 11.83 273.5
Mg3BN3 ionic p 46.4 7.2 47.3 23.1 90 5.66 265.2
GaSe vdW p 94.5 38.7 10.7 1.7 90 7.49 238.4
PdAs2O6 ionic p 78.7 28.3 76.7 33.1 91 2.33 181.1
NaNiF3 ionic p 11.5 0.6 5.8 3.0 90 17.54 143.7
GeS vdW n 192.6 46.1 16.0 3.0 90 13.57 754.0
KNbSe2 ionic n 59.0 0.3 2.8 2.4 90 38.84 496.6
SnSe vdW n 320.4 85.8 7.9 2.0 90 8.05 405.4
SnS vdW n 268.4 90.0 31.8 10.1 90 4.26 393.7
GeSe vdW n 155.6 40.6 12.7 3.9 90 6.36 282.7
WP2O8 vdW n 92.5 4.9 36.1 30.0 90 3.72 215.2
CrOBr vdW n 52.4 12.6 38.4 21.0 84 2.59 116.4
PdAs2O6 ionic n 161.0 92.4 76.7 36.5 91 0.82 90.7
Conversely, the ranking parameter R2 focuses on materials with both high mobility and
high thermal conductivity to look for potential power electronic materials in which high
thermal conductivity is valued. Power electronics can benefit from perpendicular electronic
and thermal conduction because the orthogonal thermal conductivity can lead to better
heat dissipation in devices. The top eight p and n-type materials by R2(µ, κL) are listed in
Table 5.5. There is significant overlap for the n-type materials between the top candidates
by R1 and the top candidates by R2, but less so for p-type. Among the materials listed in
Table 5.5, we see a greater proportion of ternary materials than with the R1 group.
In Figure 5.14 we plot Υ(µh/e, κL) (corresponding to the color of the dot) for both elec-
trons and holes with respect to the maximum µh/e and maximum κL. The size of the dot
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corresponds to the sin2 of the angle between µmax and κL,max. The top materials by R1
(Table 5.4) are highlighted in yellow and the top materials by R2 (Table 5.5) are highlighted
in light blue. Materials which appear in both lists are highlighted in green.
In Figure 5.15 we show the anisotropic transport of several examples to demonstrate the
variety of non-aligned anisotropic transport identified using this methodology. KNbSe2 (Fig-
ure 5.15a) is a classic ionic layered material consisting of NbSe2 layers with K spacer atoms.
The electron mobility is nearly completely two dimensional, resulting in near zero electron
conduction across the layers. This material is interesting as a layered material, however,
because the κL has a maximum value directed across the layers. This can occur sometimes
in ionic layered materials when the interlayer bonds are stronger than the intralayer bonds.
In PdAs2O6 (Figure 5.15b) we find a rare material in which κL,max, µe,max, and µh,max are
all in different directions. PdAs2O6 is an ionic layered material in which Pd separates the
AsO3 layers; however, the bonds between Pd and O are relatively short, leading to signifi-
cant spacer-layer interaction. The κL has a preferential direction in the plane of the AsO3
layers which also corresponds to the plane of the shortest Pd-O bonds. The µe peaks in
the direction of the Pd-O bonding, whereas µh peaks perpendicular to the Pd-O bonds.
NaSnP (Figure 5.15c) is a ternary vdW layered material which demonstrates a typical two-
dimensionally symmetric κL in which the maximum is within the plane of the layers. The
hole mobility for this material, however, has its maximum aligned with the minimum of κL
and demonstrates a greater than factor of 3 difference between the out-of-plane and in-plane
value of µh. GeSe in Figure 5.15d is an example of binary vdW layered material which, like
SnSe, has an electron mobility whose maximum points along the layering axis and in the
direction of the κL minimum. Within the plane of the layers, the κL demonstrates in-plane
anisotropy as well, with the maximums pointing along 45 degree angles between the principle
axes. Lastly, BiB3O6 (Figure 5.15e) is an ionic layered material which demonstrates nearly
one dimensional κL and µh. This angle between the maximum values, however, is 51 degrees

















































0 0.5 1.0Figure 5.14: (a) µh,max vs. κL,max for ionic and vdW layered materials. (b) µe,max vs. κL,max
for ionic and vdW layered materials. In both plots, the size of the dot corresponds to the
sin2 of the angle between µmax and κL,max. The color corresponds to Υ(µh/e, κL) for each
material, with darker colors indicating a higher value. The top 8 materials for both p and
n-type thermoelectrics (highest R1) are highlighted in yellow. The top 8 materials for both
p and n-type power electronics (highest R2) are highlighted in light blue. Materials which












Figure 5.15: Mobility and lattice thermal conductivity for select candidate materials with
non-aligned anisotropic µ and κL from Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 (a) KNbSe2 (b) PdAs2O6 (c)
NaSnP (d) GeS (e) BiB3O6
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Bi-O which holds the layers together, whereas the maximum of µe lies within the plane of
the layers between the a and b axes.
All of these materials, identified by use of our anisotropy ranking metrics (R1(µh/e, κL)
andR2(µh/e, κL)), demonstrate significantly different electronic and thermal anisotropy which
could be harnessed for interesting single crystal applications wherein one could choose a pre-
ferred crystal axis for transport.
5.4 Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced a new semi-empirical model for anisotropic mobility built
from isotropic and anisotropic elastic moduli, the anisotropic conductivity effective mass,
and the isotropic DOS effective mass. Our new model has an accuracy within a factor of 3
when compared to experimental measurements, which represents a significant improvement
over our previous isotropic model. Calculating anisotropic mobility in conjunction with our
previous method for calculating anisotropic κL, we have created an anisotropic semi-empirical
thermoelectric quality factor (βSE(θ, φ)). Using this new metric, we have identified candidate
materials within a large set of ionic and vdW layered materials which demonstrate high
maximum values of anisotropic βSE. Additionally, we revealed over 100 layered materials
which have isotropic βSE values less than that of PbTe, yet have a maximum βSE greater than
that of PbTe, lending credence to existence of an anisotropic predictor for thermoelectric
quality. Similarly, we have created metrics (Υ(µh, µe) and Υ(µ, κL)) to quantify the degree to
which transport anisotropies differ within a given material. Using this metrics in conjunction
with the maximum values, we were able to search for materials with non-aligned µe, µh,
and κL and identify candidates with nearly perpendicular transport for thermoelectric and
power electronic applications. All candidate materials identified in this study of anisotropic




The focus of this thesis was on building new models to search for more complex thermo-
electric materials. The first part was an investigation into the mechanisms which determine
the Lorenz number.
Within the semi-empirical model of the thermoelectric quality factor, β, there is no
accounting for deviations of the Lorenz number from the single parabolic band (SPB) ap-
proximation. By considering the affect of charge carrier scattering on hypothetical band
structures, it was shown that an unusually low Lorenz number can lead to enhancement of
zT beyond the SPB expectation. Based on this theory, a high-throughput search of the shape
of the density of states revealed a correlation between known thermoelectric materials and
non-parabolic DOS. Using this correlation, candidate materials such as Zintl compounds,
polar intermetallics, and diamond-like semiconductors with ordered defects were identified
for further investigation.
In the second part of this work, which covered three chapters, the focus turned towards the
integration of anisotropy into the search for new thermoelectric materials. The motivation
for this was that many well-known thermoelectric materials are layered compounds which
exhibit inherent structural anisotropy.
Guided by the example of the A1B1C2 Zintl thermoelectrics and using of an automated
algorithm for cutting slabs from bulk structures, a large set of ternary ionic layered com-
pounds was identified. Many of these materials were found to be structurally linked to
parent structures from the set of binary vdW layered materials. An in-depth investigation
into the elastic behavior of the vdW and ionic layered compounds revealed a rich diversity
of anisotropic elastic behavior, laying the groundwork for further studies of the anisotropic
transport in both classes of layered compounds.
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The first investigation into anisotropic transport of the layered compounds involved the
adaptation of a previous model for the prediction of lattice thermal conductivity in order to
predict anisotropic κL. To change the model from isotropic to anisotropic, the isotropic esti-
mation of the speed of sound was replaced with a calculated anisotropic value that was found
using Christoffel’s equation to calculate vs(θ, φ) from the elastic tensor obtained from DFT.
The new anisotropic model of κL showed accuracy within a factor of 1.8 across 5 orders of
magnitude while also predicting the degree of anisotropy within individual compounds within
a factor of 1.5. A thorough investigation of the anisotropic κL of the layered compounds
showed that as the minimum of κL decreased below 1 W/mK, a material’s anisotropy in κL
was reduced as it approached the amorphous limit, where κL would be inherently isotropic.
For both low and high κL, candidate materials were identified for their thermal anisotropy
or lack thereof for thermoelectric and power electronic applications.
The final part of the investigation into anisotropic transport was to create a new model
for anisotropic carrier mobility. By drawing on the previous semi-empirical model for carrier
mobility and intuition gained from the exploration of elastic anisotropy, a new model for
anisotropic mobility was built using both isotropic and anisotropic elastic and effective mass
inputs. By fitting the new model to match experimental mobility measurements from over 60
materials, the anisotropic mobility model showed and accuracy within a factor of 2.9 across
multiple orders of magnitude, marking a significant improvement from the previous model.
Combining both anisotropic µ and κL, the set of vdW and ionic layered compounds were
investigated to find candidate materials with desirable anisotropic transport. Through the
use of metrics built to rank materials by the combination of their anisotropic electronic and
thermal transport, candidate materials for applications such as high power single crystal elec-
tronics and thermoelectrics were identified which demonstrate combinations of anisotropic
transport (µh, µe, or κL) which are nearly perpendicular, leading to useful reductions in
bipolar conduction and increased thermal dissipation.
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The new models for anisotropic transport built in this work will be useful for future




A.1 Derivation of general Boltzmann transport relations
The following derivation follows closely with the transport derivation presented in Elec-
tron Transport Phenomena in Semiconductors by B.M. Askerov.[33] If we assume a
non-equilibrium distribution function for charge carriers, f (k, r, t), then we can define the
current density (j(r, t)) and energy flux (w(r, t)) density as follows:
j(r, t) = − 2e
(2π)3
∫





(E(k)− µ(r))v(k)f (k, r, t) dk (A.2)
Here µ is the Fermi Level, f (k, r, t) is the non-equilibrium distribution function, k is the
wave vector, r is the real space position, and v is the carrier velocity. Our goal is to derive
expressions for the current and energy transport based on the distribution of charge carriers,
f (k, r, t).
We start by looking at how the distribution function changes in time, which can be split




























= −v(k) · ∇rf (A.4)


















Here v(k) is the group velocity derived from the gradient of the energy: v(k) = 1
h̄
∇kE(k).
Plugging these in yields the Boltzmann equation for conduction electrons.
∂f
∂t















This quasi-classical approach can be considered valid if the de Broglie wavelength of the
particles are small compared to the size of the system, i.e. λ ≪L. If we assume that the
total distribution is equal to the equilibrium distribution (f0) plus some perturbation (f1),









= − f − f0
τ
(A.8)
where τ is the relaxation time, which can also be dependent on k, (τ = τ(k)). Then by
assuming that the total time derivative must be equal to zero, which is justifiable since the
total distribution must relax to equilibrium, the Boltzmann equation now becomes:






















Then, since f1 is small compared to the overall distribution, we drop f1 from the gradient

























We can now obtain an expression for the total distribution function, f , which is the
Boltzmann transport equation:
f = f0 − τ (v(k) ·Φ(k, r))
∂f0
∂E (A.13)
Where, in the absence of a magnetic field H, the generalized force Φ is:

















Looking back at the equations for current and energy flux, we can now plug in the general
solution to the Boltzmann equation (taking note that the equilibrium portion does not come
into play since there would be no current or energy flux from the equilibrium distribution).
j(r) = − e
4π3
∫
















These are general relations for charge and energy transport in the absence of a magnetic
field. Here we have made no assumptions on the form of the relaxation time, τ . The addition
of a magnetic field would only change the generalized force term, Φ.
To move from j(r) to conductivity, σ, we assume an applied electric field, E with an
absence of a temperature gradient (∇rT (r) = 0) and constant Fermi level ∇rµ(r) = 0. Then
the generalized force becomes:
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Φ(k, r) = −eE(r) (A.18)











In the assumption of a constant electric field the conductivity tensor, σij = jij/E, can be











This the general form of the electrical conductivity in integral form. Similarly, a second





























Where νij = jij/∇rT . By multiplying νij with the inverse of conductivity, the Seebeck
coefficient can be derived:
Sij = [σik]
−1 νkj (A.23)
By looking at the energy current density with the applied temperature gradient, the


















As before, assuming a slowly varying temperature, we can derive the tensor which gives











To get the full, open-circuit form of the electronic thermal conductivity, we must also
account for the induced Seebeck voltage which leads to the full tensor:
κeij = κ
0
ij − Tνik [σkl]−1 νlj (A.26)
A.2 Derivation of thermoelectric quality factor, β
The combination of the conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and total thermal conductivity





In the parabolic band approximation, it is possible to write zT as a combination of a
function, β, which combines all intrinsic material parameters, and two functions u and v,
which depend only on Fermi level and temperature.
To show this, we look first at the conductivity tensor, σij. The parabolic band approx-
















In the parabolic band assumption, the integral over k becomes an integral over E by

























Group velocity can be found as the derivative of the band energy with respect to k, which







In the parabolic band approximation, the group velocity product, vivj, can be written
as a function of the energy and the effective mass tensor (also known as the conductivity





































To proceed further, it is necessary to make an assumption on the relaxation time, τ .
In thermoelectric materials at reasonable operating temperatures (300-1000 K), the most
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common charge carrier scattering mechanism is assumed to be scattering due to acoustic
phonons, τ ≈ τac. The carrier scattering time due to acoustic phonons for multivalley










Here CL is the average longitudinal elastic constant, Ξ is the deformation potential,







































This relation can be written more intuitively if we utilize the relation for the intrinsic
(using Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics) carrier mobility, µ0ij, for multivalley semiconductors



























Similarly, the other two transport integrals,νij and κ
0











































Here ǫ and η are the reduced energy (E/kBT ) and Fermi level (µ/kBT ) respectively.









































































































In order to proceed further in the derivation of β, it will be easier to move from tensor
notation to polar notation. This can be accomplished by closing a tensor with any unit
vector along the angles (θ, φ), demonstrated here using the mobility tensor:
µ0(θ, φ) = [sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ] [µij] [sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ]
T (A.53)


































Combining these relations with a direction-dependent lattice thermal conductivity, κL(θ, φ),
yields the following for zT :
zT (θ, φ) =
σ(θ, φ)S(θ, φ2)T






























This can then be written in the following form:
zT =
u(η)β(θ, φ, T )
v(η)β(θ, φ, T ) + 1
(A.59)































All of the intrinsic material parameters which determine zT are then contained within
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